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Before you start

WAREMA climatronic® 3.x
Commissioning/setting instructions
In these instructions you will find all the relevant information for
commissioning and setting up a WAREMA climatronic® system.

These instructions are subdivided into separate sections with symbols to
improve orientation.

Safety
This section covers all the rules that you must observe so that your safety is
ensured and the WAREMA climatronic® system functions safely and without
errors.

Basic information
When you commission a WAREMA climatronic® system for the first time,
you will find important basics here. These will help you to make the correct
decisions when selecting and parameterising the control functions.

Assistant
The assistant guides you to a finished project with all the basic settings in
just a few steps. During the setup procedure, the most important parameters
can be viewed and changed.

Settings
For complex building projects with special requirements and settings, it may
be useful to perform commissioning manually. This section deals with all
other settings options for the WAREMA climatronic® system.

Installation and connection
For installing and connecting the WAREMA climatronic® please consult the
document with the art. no. 2017717.

Installation and connection must be completed
before you start with commissioning.

6
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Safety

1 Safety instructions
Please read these instructions before commissioning and operating the
control.
Note the safety instructions; failure to do so will void any warranty claims
against the manufacturer.
Keep these instructions for future use.

1.1 Meanings of symbols and pictograms
The safety information contained in these instructions is marked with warning
symbols. It is categorised into different warning types depending on the level
of potential danger:
DANGE
warns of an imminently dangerous situation.
Possible consequences may include serious injuries and even death
(personal injury), property damage or environmental harm.
WARNIN
warns of a potentially dangerous situation.
Possible consequences may include light or serious injuries and even
death (personal injury), property damage or environmental harm.
CAUTIO
Reminder to exercise care.
Failure to comply may result in property damage.

The i symbol designates important information and helpful tips.

The square indicates an instruction or a prompt for action. Perform this
action.
 The triangle denotes an event or the result of a preceding action.
 The black triangle is a bullet point for lists or selections.

First menu level
 Second menu level
		  Third menu level
			  ...

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

In these instructions, miniature menu structures are depicted at all important
locations (see the example here). They will help you navigate to the functions
described there without having to scroll through an excessive number of
menus.
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1.2 Intended use
The WAREMA climatronic® is an electronic system for switching and controlling different devices such as sun shading product equipment, lighting,
heating, cooling and ventilation equipment as well as window drives.
WARNIN
Please obtain the written approval of the manufacturer for the connection
of devices not listed in these instructions.

1.3 Target group
These instructions are addressed to persons commissioning or adjusting the
WAREMA climatronic® including all connected components.
WARNIN
Mounting, connection, commissioning or operation by insufficiently
qualified and knowledgeable persons may cause serious damage to the
unit or even personal injuries.
Installation, connection and commissioning may only be performed by
trained qualified technicians. These technicians must be able to recognise
dangers that may be caused by the mechanical, electrical or electronic
equipment.

1.4 Retrofitting and modifications
WARNIN
Retrofitting and modifications may impact the safety of the unit or reduce
its effectiveness. Possible consequences may include death, serious or
light injuries, and property or environmental damage.
Contact us or your specialist dealer before retrofitting or changing the unit or
the unit parameters.
Exercise special care when components of different versions are combined
or when existing components are replaced by older/newer products with a
different scope of functions or a different software version.

8
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1.5 Working safely
If changes need to be made to the electrical connection of components or
connected products during commissioning, these must only be made by
certified electricians:
WARNIN
The electrical installation must be performed by a certified electrician in
accordance with VDE 0100 or the legal requirements and standards of
the country in which the device is being installed. The electrician must
observe the installation instructions included with the supplied electrical
devices.

When performing work on motor-operated windows or building facades
where motor-operated sun shading products are installed:
WARNIN
Danger to life and property damage through sudden movement of the
controlled products.
De-energise the unit and secure sufficiently against reactivation
Use suitable safety devices for personal protection
Do not place or store any items within the range of movement of
automatically operated mechanisms (e.g. ladder against a house wall with an
articulated arm awning)

WARNIN
Dangerous situations, malfunctions and property damage to the unit may
result if work is improperly executed or connections are severed during
operation.
Work on the WAREMA climatronic® system may only be carried out by the
service department or by authorised qualified technicians.
De-energise the entire unit before plugging in or detaching the connecting
lines.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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2 Introduction
The following pyramid diagram shows the logical structure inside the
WAREMA climatronic®.

Groups
(max. 64)

Scenes
(max. 16)

Products (max. 7200) → all power
consumers connected to the devices

Project

Software

Channels (max. 64)

Devices→ entire connected hardware

Fig. 1

Pyramid diagram of WAREMA climatronic® concept

All products are controlled through channels. These channels can be combined to groups and scenes.

10
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The WAREMA climatronic® always controls products through channels.
The following product types can be adjusted for the channels:
 Articulated arm awning

 Dimmable light (external)

 Conservatory awning

 Fault alarm contact

 External venetian blind

 Roller blind inside

 Roller shutter

 Vertical awning

 Pleated blind

 Facade awning

 Venetian blind

 Drop-arm awning

 Window

 Markisolette

 Fan, fan valve

 Infinitely variable fan (external) with fan valve

 3-step fan

 Fan 6/12 V with fan valve

 Infinitely variable fan (external)

 Infinitely variable fan with fan valve

 Air conditioner

 Dimmable light

 Heater

 vivamatic ext. venetian blind

 Light

A product is connected directly to the outputs of a switch actuator of the
WAREMA climatronic®. It requires one to three switching outputs; for example, sun shading products require two switching outputs for raising and lowering, a light requires only one switching output for switch-on and switch-off.
It is only possible to select products that the actuator being used supports.

2.5.1 Groups
If you want to manually activate several channels together, they can be combined into a group. You can then, for example, raise or lower the conservatory awning and the external venetian blind of a conservatory together.
Up to 64 channels can be allocated to one group.
The group adopts the product properties of the first assigned channel; if
this is a roller shutter, for example, then the operating behaviour of the group
corresponds to that of a roller shutter even if other slat products, lights or
climate control products are in this group as other channels.
Of course, channels with identical products can also be combined to a
group. For example, if you have created a channel for the roller shutters
of each room, then all roller shutters of the building can be combined to a
group and moved at the same time.
A maximum of 64 groups can be created.

2.5.2 Scenes
A scenario (e.g. "roller shutters up, lights off, heating valve off" when leaving
the flat) can be saved ("learned") in a scene and can be called up again at a
later time.
One or more channels are allocated to the scene for this purpose and set as
desired. After the scene is saved, this scenario can be recalled at any time
by selecting the scene and the products then move to the saved location or
are set to the switched state.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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2.5.3 Channels, facades and products
The WAREMA climatronic® is equipped with 64 channels. Each channel can
control a single product (e.g. an awning) or several products of the same
type (e.g. a facade with roller shutters).

➊

Fig. 2

➋

➌

Example: channels of the WAREMA climatronic®

 Example

One-family house
In the example illustrated above, channel 1 controls the awning on facade
1, channel 2 the conservatory awning on facade 2 and channel 3 the
external venetian blinds of the conservatory on facade 2. This demonstrates
that a distinction according to building facades cannot be made in this
example because the individual channels are referred to here. A channel was
assigned to each product; each consumer can be operated and set on the
control panel.,

 Example

Large construction project
Another example: The WAREMA climatronic® controls all roller shutters on
the west facade with channel 1, all roller shutters on the south facade with
channel 2 and all roller shutters on the east facade with channel 3. Because
the control is divided here according to the facades, the term "facade" could
be used instead of "channel" in this example. One channel was assigned to
multiple products on the entire facade; the entire facade can be operated
and set on the control panel.
In these instructions we only use the term "Channel".

12
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3 Commissioning
Depending on the complexity of the building project, commissioning may
take place via:
Commissioning assistant on the control panel
recommended for first-time users or small projects
It guides you to a finished project with the basic settings in just a few steps.
During the setup procedure, the most important parameters can be viewed
and changed. After this, they merely need to be transferred to the connected
devices (sensors and actuators).
You can also use the assistant to create the basic framework of your project
and then continue by adjusting your preferences and circumstances manually.
OR
 WAREMA climatronic® studio software
recommended for all types of projects
With the WAREMA climatronic® studio software, you can fully create and
parameterise a project on a PC. Furthermore, you can make additional
settings and adjustments on the WAREMA climatronic®.
The software and the associated manual can be found on the supplied
SD card.
After the project data have been saved in the WAREMA climatronic®, they
are uploaded to the connected bus devices (actuators, weather stations and
sensors Inside temperature/Humidity).
The system is now ready for operation.

Expanded settings
If you performed the basic configuration with the assistant, you can manually
add to the additional settings in the second stage.
Always choose setup with the WAREMA climatronic® studio software for
large projects or projects that are difficult to oversee.

CAUTIO
Before the unit can be commissioned, all network devices must be
connected.
Saved projects of older versions of the WAREMA climatronic® are not
compatible with devices of software version 46404310 or newer. Projects
that are loaded into a device must always have the right version.
When replacing devices, note the version. If necessary, contact WAREMA
beforehand.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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Version history
Note that the following components or functions are only available from a newer version of the control panel:
Project
version

Control panel
firmware

Notes

Version 3.1

Version
46404310

Project version 3.1 can be loaded onto control panels which feature version [4640431x].
The "climatronic® WebControl" accessories can only be used on control panels of version [4640431x] or
newer. Replacing the device with the new model is required for control panels with an older version.

Version 3.2

Version
46404320

Project version 3.2 can be loaded onto control panels which feature version [4640432x].
The "Winter program via tableau input" parameter can only be used on control panels from version
[4640432x] onwards. An update of the firmware is required on control panels with an older version.

Version 3.3

Version
46404330

Project version 3.3 can be loaded onto control panels which feature version [4640433x].
The "Switch actuator 4M230 LS2 Down" actuator type can only be used on control panels of version
[4640433x] or newer. An update of the firmware is required on control panels with an older version.

3.1 Setting the operating mode
Switch off the power supply of the WAREMA climatronic® and all connected
components.
 You are prompted to set the operating language.
(if necessary see also „Download language from SD card“ on page 81)
Press the [English] function button.
 The following selection window appears after the operating language is selected:

Fig. 3

Selecting the operating mode

Select climatr.
If you want to operate the WAREMA climatronic as a KNX central control unit,
refer to the KNX Gateway manual (art. no. 2003867).

14
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3.2 Project setup with the assistant
The WAREMA climatronic® cannot be commissioned as a KNX central
control unit using the assistant.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Specialist dealer
				 Project setup
					 Assistant

The fundamental settings can be easily made with the assistant. It always begins with a new, empty project. This type of project setup makes it necessary
for the operator to work through the assistant step by step to the very end. It
is not possible to enter the process somewhere in the middle.
On the menu bar, go to [Main menu] > [Settings] > [Specialist dealer]
and enter the specialist dealer password (5858) in the dialogue box that appears.
Go to the [Project setup] > [Assistant] menu.
 You are now located in the assistant. Before the individual setting steps are
described, the following process diagram will provide you with an overview of
the assistant. Whenever you want to create another channel ([YES]), you will
return from Chapter 3.2.6 on page 32 to Chapter 3.2.5 on page 24.

Start
Create sensors
and actuators

Create channel

Create further
channel?

yes

no
Activate locking
contacts
Setting the date
and time

Allocating outputs

Applying settings and loading
the devices and closing the assistant

Fig. 4

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Assistant flow chart
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3.2.1 Creating sensor
Firstly sensors are created. Because a weather station is used in most cases,
it is already displayed. However, this can be changed manually. Two additional "Sensors humidity and temperature inside" ("Humidity/Temp.") can be
created here. They measure the room temperature and the relative humidity,
e.g. in a conservatory, whose (sun shading) products are to be controlled
with the WAREMA climatronic®.
The assistant does not support the creation of sensor interfaces. Create
sensor interfaces manually as described later in Chapter 4.4 on page 72.

This is how to create additional sensors:
Turn the function wheel until [Sensor 2] is shown highlighted in orange.
The question mark [?] still appears on the left side. Press the function wheel:
both the cells [Sensor 2] and [?] are highlighted in colour.

Turn the function wheel until the sensor you are using [Humidity/Temp.] is
shown and press to select.
Create all remaining sensors in this manner.
After all sensors have been created, press the [Next] button to continue identifying the sensors.

16
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3.2.2 Identify sensors
This is how to identify the created sensors:
In the [Identify sensors] menu, select the sensor to be identified by
turning the function wheel.
A question mark [?] means that the respective sensor has not yet been
identified:

In the next menu, you can identify the selected sensor in two different ways:
 automatic identification by pressing the Prog button on the "humidity and
temperature inside" sensor or by approaching the side of the weather station
with a magnet,
 by manually entering the serial number.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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Option 1: automatically identify serial numbers
Turn the function wheel for a weather station until the [Create device with
magnet] line is shown highlighted in orange:

Press the function wheel; [Wait for magnet ...] appears on the left.
Subsequently hold the supplied magnet to the right side of the weather
station to be identified (within one hour). See also the weather station
instructions art. no. 890013.
 The status LED lights up as a confirmation. Its serial number then appears in
the menu.
Press the [OK] button.
or
For a humidity/temp. sensor, turn the function wheel until the line
[generate device with PROG button] is shown highlighted in orange:

18
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Press the function wheel; text appears on the left
[wait for PROG button...].
Now press the PROG button on the device to be identified.
 Its serial number then appears in the menu.
Press the [OK] button.
The menu can only be left with the [Next] button after all created sensors
have been identified.
This will take you directly to the next menu: [Select actuators].
Option 2: manually enter serial numbers
Turn the function wheel until the line of the serial number is shown
highlighted in orange.
Press the function wheel.
 The 8-digit serial number [OOOOOOOO] will be shown enlarged:

The serial numbers of the sensors can be found in duplicate on a label
inside the devices.
Enter the serial number as follows:
Press the function wheel until the desired position is highlighted. Alternatively,
you can also select the positions with the [<=] and [=>] buttons.
Set the correct number by turning the function wheel.
Enter the remaining numbers in the same manner.
Close by pressing the [OK] button.
Select the next sensor with the function wheel and identify as described
above.
The menu can only be left with the [Next] button after all created sensors have been identified. This will take you directly to the next menu:
[Select actuators].

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.3 Create actuators
The following menus are used to create actuators. The available WAREMA
switch actuators are already stored and must only be selected. Up to eight
actuators and 32 products can be generated with the help of the assistant.
The full number of max. 1200 actuators can be generated with manual project setup via the control panel or with the WAREMA climatronic® studio PC
software.

This is how to create additional actuators:
Turn the function wheel until [Actuator 2] is shown highlighted in orange.
The question mark [?] still appears on the left side. Press the function wheel:
both [Actuator 2] and [?] cells are then highlighted in orange.
Turn the function wheel until the actuator you are using is shown; in our example, [Switch actuator 4M].

Create all remaining actuators in this manner. After all actuators have been
created, proceed by identifying the actuators in Chapter 3.2.4.

20
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This is how to delete individual actuators:
Turn the function wheel until [Actuator 3], for example, is shown highlighted
in orange. Press the function wheel; both the cells [Actuator 3] and the selected actuator type are highlighted in orange.
Turn the function wheel until the question mark [?] appears again on the left;
then press the function wheel.
Always delete the actuator with the highest number first. For example, if
you have already created 5 actuators and you delete actuator 3, actuators
4 and 5 are also deleted.

3.2.4 Identify actuators
This is how to identify the actuators created:
Press the [Next] button and select the actuator to be identified in the
[Identify actuator] menu by turning the function wheel. The question
mark [?] means that the respective actuator has not yet been identified:

In the next window, you can identify the selected actuator in two different
ways:
 automatic identification by pressing the PROG button on the respective actuator.
 by manually entering the serial number

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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Option 1: automatic identification of actuators
Turn the function wheel until the [Create device with PROG button] line is
shown highlighted in orange:

Press the function wheel. Now press the PROG button on the device to
be identified. Its serial number then appears in the window. Press the
[OK] button.
Option 2: manually enter serial numbers
Turn the function wheel until the line of the serial number is shown
highlighted in orange.
Press the function wheel.
 The 8-digit serial number [OOOOOOOO] will be shown enlarged:
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The serial numbers of the actuators can be found in duplicate on a label
inside the devices.
Enter the serial number as follows:
Press the function wheel until the desired position is highlighted. Alternatively,
you can also select the positions with the [<=] and [=>] buttons.
Set the correct number by turning the function wheel.
Enter the remaining numbers in the same manner.
Close by pressing the [OK] button.
Select the next actuator with the function wheel and identify it as described
above.
The menu can only be left with the [Next] button after all created actuators
have been identified.
The following message appears on the display:

The [Back] button returns you to the window for identifying the actuators; the
[OK] button leads you directly to the [Assign channel alias] window, where
you start creating channels.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.5 Creating channels
You can create a maximum of 64 channels. However, if you wish to use the
winter program function, which replaces one channel with another channel
that has different settings for a certain time of the year, note the following
when creating the channels.
The assistant does not take the winter program function into account.
However, you can create the winter channels with the divergent settings
directly in the assistant. Note the channel numbering described below. After
closing the assistant, the winter program function must be manually switched
on in the corresponding channels.
The winter program function switches between two channels with different
settings. The channels must be set up in pairs according to the following
scheme:
Channel 1

Winter program activated in
channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 2

–

Winter channel
replaces channel 1 during winter status

Channel 3

Winter program switched off
in channel

Normal
Channel always active

Channel 4

–

Normal
Channel always active

Channel 5

Winter program switched on
in channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 6

–

Winter channel
replaces channel 5 during winter status

etc...

Every channel with an uneven channel number is replaced by the next
channel if the winter status is active when the winter program is switched on.
In the channel that is to be replaced, the parameter that specifies that the
channel will be replaced when the winter program is active must be enabled.
More details on the winter program can be found in Chapter 4.2.5 on page
58 and in the operating instructions of the WAREMA climatronic®.
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3.2.5.1

Assigning name for channel X
In the [Assign channel alias] menu, you can rename the automatically
preassigned channel name according to your preferences:

To create or change a name:
Turn the function wheel to select a symbol from the lower selection field.
Press the function wheel to enter the selected symbol in the upper input field.
Press the [] button to delete a symbol in the upper input field (to the left of
the blinking cursor).
Press the [AB/ab/12-] button to switch between upper and lower case or
numbers and special characters.
Enter the desired name in this manner and then press the [Next] button.
 This takes you to the [Product type] window. There you set the product
connected to this channel.
You can enter a maximum of 32 characters (2 lines of 16 characters each).
If there are more than 16 characters, the name is displayed over two lines.
To avoid a line break in the middle of a word, you can fill the end of the first
line with spaces, if necessary.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.5.2

Selecting a product type
In this menu, select the connected product type (instead of [Channel 1], the
menu may bear the channel name you previously selected):

Move to the [Product type] line with the function wheel. The product set is
shown on the left side, e.g. [External venetian blind].
Press the function wheel, select the product type by turning it and finally
confirm your selection by pressing the wheel again.
The [Fault alarm contact] product type cannot be created using the
assistant. Manually parameterise a fault alarm contact after closing the
assistant.
3.2.5.3

Setting the number of products to be controlled together
In this menu, you can set how many sun shading products are to be controlled simultaneously with channel 1. For example, if three external venetian
blinds are to be controlled together on the same facade, you can adjust the
number 3. The external venetian blinds are then all controlled with the same
parameters. The allocation to the outputs of the switch actuators takes place
later. (Instead of [Channel 1], the window may bear the channel name you
previously created):
If each product is to be operated individually on the control panel, a separate
channel needs to be created for each product.
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Move to the [Number] line with the function wheel. The set number of identical
products, e.g. [1], appears at the left. Press the function wheel.
Turn the function wheel until the number of identical products set by you is
shown; this would be [3] in our example. Confirm by pressing the function
wheel. Press the [Next] button.
3.2.5.4

Selecting an external venetian blind type
This menu appears only if [External venetian blind] was set as the
product type:

 The external venetian blind type set, e.g. [E80A6], appears on the left.
Press the function wheel.
Turn the function wheel until the external venetian blind type set by you is
displayed. Then press the function wheel.
Only WAREMA external venetian blind types can be selected in this menu.
If makes by other manufacturers are used, select [Others] here.
Press the [Next] button.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.5.5

Setting run times and tilting steps
The run times and tilting steps are set in this menu. The values to be set and,
consequently, the menu lines displayed depend on the product type. We
recommend setting the run times as exactly as possible to ensure that the
sun shading products move to the correct positions. Values specific to the
particular product are already preset at the factory; these values are usually
generous, i.e. longer than necessary:

Turn the function wheel until the parameter to be changed is shown highlighted in orange. The set value, e.g. [02:30] at [Run time up mm:ss], appears
on the left. Press the function wheel.
 Adjustable values are now displayed in an enlarged format.
Turn the function wheel until the required value is displayed. Press the function wheel once more to save the value and to jump to the next parameter.
Press the [Next] button after all parameters have been set.
However, if you selected the external venetian blind type [Others] for makes
of other manufacturers, the following window appears, in which you additionally need to set the parameters for slat angle and tilting time.
Please refer to the respective technical documentation of the corresponding
manufacturer for the relevant data.
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Press the [Next] button after all parameters have been set.
3.2.5.6

Activating the safety functions
In this menu, the [Wind monitoring], [Ice monitoring] and
[Precipitation monitoring] safety functions are activated for the current
channel:
The safety functions to be set depend on the product type.
A detailed description of the safety functions can be found in Chapter 4.2.2
on page 42 of these operating instructions.

Activate the required safety functions with the function wheel. Then press the
[Next] button.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.5.7

Activating the comfort functions
In this menu, the following comfort functions are activated for the current channel: [Sun control],
[Dawn/dusk control], [Temperature control: Direct control],
[Temperature controlled: enable/disable sun control] and
[Time switch].
The comfort functions to be set depend on the product type.

Activate the required comfort functions with the function wheel
(not all functions can be combined).
Press the [Next] function button.
3.2.5.8

Allocating sensors
In this menu, the sensors are allocated to the current channel:
The sensor allocation depends on the activated comfort functions.
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The allocation of the photo sensor, for example, serves as the basis for the
control of the Sun control comfort function. These measuring values may
then trigger corresponding automatic control commands, if applicable. The
allocated sensor for the inside temperature and humidity is evaluated by
the "Temperature control", "Differential temperature control" and "Humidity
control" comfort functions.
Allocate the [Sensor Temp./Humidity inside] and [Photo sensor]
sensors accordingly.
Press the [Next] function button.
3.2.5.9

Learn in EWFS hand-held transmitter
In this menu, you can learn in the EWFS hand-held transmitters for remote
control:

The WAREMA product range includes EWFS transmitters in a housing for
wall installation. These wall-mounted transmitters have exactly the same
functions as the hand-held transmitters described here and can be used as
an alternative or in addition.
Select the desired radio channel on the transmitter to be used for operation.
Turn the function wheel until the first hand-held transmitter is highlighted in
orange.
Press the function wheel.
Press the learn button on the transmitter ("L" in the battery compartment).
 After the hand-held transmitter channel has been successfully learned in,
[Channel: 1] and [ID: 9803] will appear, for example.
Finally, press the function wheel once more for confirmation.
Press the [Delete] button if the radio transmitter channel needs to be
deleted again.
 This completes the first channel; all parameters have been created.
Press the [Next] function button.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.6 Additional channel?
The following menu asks whether you want to create another channel in the
WAREMA climatronic®:

If you select the factory setting [YES], pressing the [Next] button takes you
back to menu item 3.2.5 (Assign name of the new channel).
If you select [NO] with the function wheel, pressing the [Next] button takes
you to the next menu item 3.2.7 (Activate locking contacts).
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3.2.7 Locking contacts
Locking contacts that may be required are activated in this menu:

When a locking contact is activated, the associated product can only move
when the contact is closed.
Activate the required locking contacts with the function wheel. Then press the
[Next] button.
If you have activated locking contacts, the number of the locking contact is
adjusted to the output terminal of the respective product.
 Example

Product on contact A2.1 -> V2, product on contact A3.2 -> V3
The locking contact allocation can be changed at any time. See also chapter
4.3.5.5 on page 62.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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3.2.8 Setting the date and time
The current data and time are set in this menu:

Select the [Weekday] line by turning the function wheel. Press the function
wheel and set the weekday by turning. Pressing the wheel again sets the
weekday.
Set the day, month and year in the same manner.
Press the [Next] function button.

Set the hours and minutes in the same manner.
If desired, activate daylight saving time, the automatic standard/daylight
saving time and DCF77 use with the function wheel. Then press the [Next]
button.
If the WAREMA climatronic® is installed outside of the Central European time
zone or in areas with limited radio reception, the automatic time setting will
not work correctly. In this case, make sure that the "Use DCF77" function is
deactivated.
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3.2.9 Allocating outputs
The following safety message appears (this refers to the floating 4M and 6M
switch actuators):

 Example

The WAREMA 4M switch actuators used in the example have 2 and the 6M
switch actuators have 3 terminal blocks (X2, X3, (X4)) for outputs.
X2
[A1.1|A1.2|A2.1|A2.2]

X3
[A3.1|A3.2|A4.1|A4.2]

Switch actuator 4M230
X2
[A1.1|A1.2|A2.1|A2.2]

X3
[A3.1|A3.2|A4.1|A4.2]

X4
[A5.1|A5.2|A6.1|A6.2]

Switch actuator 6M230

The above safety message must therefore be confirmed with the [OK] button.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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In the next window, the output terminals of the actuators are allocated to the
products to be controlled.

Press the function wheel.
Select the appropriate contact terminal by turning the function wheel and
complete the procedure by pressing the function wheel once more.
Each currently controllable product requires 1 to 3 terminals (e.g. light
requires one terminal, an external venetian blind 2 terminals) that must
be connected to the same terminal block. In the terminal allocation, the
next available possible contact is displayed in each case. You only need to
allocate the first contact of a contact group; the others are reserved automatically.
Allocate all other products to the terminals in the same manner.
 Example

The following window shows an example of allocated terminals.

Press the [Next] button.
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3.2.10 Applying settings and closing the assistant
The settings made are applied in this menu:

Pressing [Cancel] causes the project created in the assistant to be
discarded.
Press [OK] to apply the settings and to complete the procedure.
 After the data is updated, the following question appears:
Would you now like to upload the data to the devices?
Press [Now] to upload the data to the connected sensors and actuators.
It may take several minutes to upload the data to the devices.
After the device upload is successful (or after a failure), the procedure must
be acknowledged with the [Done] button. This completes the commissioning
procedure with the help of the assistant and, if the upload occurred without
errors, the unit is now operational.
Now start up all channels manually to calibrate the limit positions (reference
run). This enables the control to calculate the absolute position of the products in the future.
Save the data on the SD card supplied after project setup is completed to
be able to recall and if necessary restore the data again later.
(Submenu [Project setup] > [Memory card])

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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 If you return to the main menu after commissioning has been completed, a
small stylised spanner appears in the header at the top right:

This spanner is visible for 1 hour because you have logged in as a specialist
dealer earlier. During this time the specialist dealer menus can be accessed
to perform additional settings without having to entering the password again.
After an interruption in the power supply, the specialist dealer mode is no
longer active. However, changes made to the parameterisation are retained.
To make it possible to call up these changes at any time using the
[Restore settings] function, you should change to the specialist dealer
mode again and save them using [Apply settings] or when leaving the
specialist dealer mode.
When all the settings have been made, you can end the specialist dealer mode with [Main menu] > [Settings] > [Specialist dealer] >
[End specialist dealer access].
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4 Expanded settings
In this chapter the options for adjusting the settings of the
WAREMA climatronic® to particular conditions are described.
Always choose setup with the WAREMA climatronic® studio software
for large projects or projects that are difficult to oversee.

4.1 Manage actuators
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage actuators

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Up to 1200 actuators can be managed in this overview menu. This example
is with a 6M switch actuator, a 4M switch actuator and a 2D dim actuator.
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Press the function wheel to open the following menu, in which each actuator
must be parameterised individually:













Here you can manually create actuators, delete them and determine the
device type.
1

The actuator must be identified. To do this, press the Prog button on the
actuator or enter its serial number by hand.

2

Select the installed actuator.
For an actuator 4M230, select 4M; for an actuator 6M230, select 6M.

3

Under the "Change actuator name" menu item, you can assign any name
with up to 16 characters to the actuator.

4

To create another actuator, change to the next actuator here.

Furthermore, you can view the software version and the Modbus address
(scroll down at ).

If a switch actuator of type 16M230 SMI was selected, the menus
[Manage SMI actuator] and [Manage SMI motors] are also active.
Commissioning of the WAREMA climatronic® in combination with SMI
actuators can only be performed via the WAREMA climatronic® studio
software. Programming of the SMI interface and allocation of the motors to
the SMI ports is only possible using this software.
Further information can be found in the operating and installation instructions
of the actuator and in the WAREMA climatronic® studio software manual.
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4.2 Manage channels
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels

Up to 64 channels can be selected in this overview menu:

Press the function wheel to open the following menu;
the channel and the associated product type (channel type) must be
selected here:

Based on the product type selection, reasonable default values are
automatically loaded for the safety functions (wind, ice) and comfort
functions (sun, dawn/dusk, precipitation).
Check these values via the comfort functions or safety functions menu and
other menus.
Then continue with the allocation of sensors (Chapter 4.2.4 on page 56).
Furthermore, in this menu the settings from another channel can be copied,
the channel can be deleted or the channel name changed. Finally, the
specialist dealer can access all comfort and safety functions for this channel
as well as the allocation of the sensors (scroll down at ).

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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4.2.1 Comfort functions
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Comfort functions

The comfort functions of the selected channel can be set in this menu.
However, since they are not relevant for the safe operation of the WAREMA
climatronic®, the operator can also reach these settings from the main menu.
The description of these functions can be found in Chapter 5 Adjusting
comfort functions on page 97 and in the operating instructions (art. no.
2007719).

4.2.2 Safety functions
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Safety functions
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The safety functions of the selected channel are set in this menu; these
values are only displayed in the corresponding menus in the operator mode
and cannot be adjusted there.
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4.2.2.1

Wind monitoring

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Safety functions
							 Wind monitoring

Heavy winds can for example cause damage to external sun shading
products. The WAREMA climatronic® therefore includes wind monitoring
that can be activated to protect your sun shading products against storm
damage. In the event of a wind alarm, the sun shading products are
automatically moved to an adjustable position and can then neither be
operated by hand nor through a comfort function.
The limit values for a wind alarm for each product type are already stored in
the WAREMA climatronic® but can be subsequently changed and saved.
Make sure that you have correctly set the product type of the channel; useful
settings will then already have been stored for the channel.
In the following menu, the parameters of the wind monitoring can be
manually adjusted to your own preferences for the selected channel (channel
1 in this case):

WARNIN
It is highly recommended not to deactivate the wind monitoring for
external sun shading products such as external venetian blinds,
articulated arm awnings and conservatory awnings as well as windows. In
contrast, there is no risk associated with deactivating the wind monitoring
for internal sun shading products such as venetian blinds and other
controllable products such as lights, heating, etc.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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 Example

The following diagram illustrates the significance of the individual parameters:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Wind speed in m/s

Fig. 5

Delay WIND

Delay
WIND OFF

Speed curve

Delay WIND

Set limit value "WIND"

<5s

=5s

= 10 min

Time

Wind speed and movement behaviour

The curve represents the wind speed and the horizontal line the set limit
value for raising the sun shading product. The vertical, broken lines indicate
the on and off delay times. If you set an on delay time of 5 seconds, an off
delay time of 10 minutes and position 0% (top), the sun shading product will
respond as follows:
The wind speed increases until point a of the curve is reached; the "Limit
value WIND" is reached here. The "Delay WIND" now begins to run and the
sun shading product is therefore not raised yet.
At point b of the curve, the value drops below "Limit value WIND"; the
delay time is interrupted before it could elapse and the sun shading product
remains where it is.
The wind speed increases later on and at point c exceeds the limit value
again. The "Delay WIND" time now begins to run again and the sun shading
product is therefore not raised yet.
At point d, the delay time has however elapsed and the "Limit value WIND"
is still exceeded - the sun shading product is now raised.
The wind slackens again, and the value drops below "Limit value WIND"
at point e. Nothing happens initially because the off delay is started first –
the sun shading product is therefore not raised yet.
At point f, the off delay has elapsed and the limit value has not yet been
reached. The wind monitoring function now enables operation of the sun
shading product again.
As this illustrates, the use of delay times results in a comfortable control of
the sun shading product. They help to “quiet” the response of the control.
As a consequence, the sun shading product is not moved immediately every
time there is a change in wind speed.
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If you scroll farther down with the function wheel (), you can select whether
the wind force should also be evaluated in terms of its direction for this channel. This is useful when all products of this channel are aligned in a particular
orientation or compass direction.
 Example

An articulated arm awning on the west patio has been installed; the default
limit value for this product is 8 m/s. If wind comes directly from the west, the
awning is more at risk than if the wind came for example from the east, in
which case the house provides protection against the wind. In this case, you
should set the direction-dependent wind limit value to e.g. 6 m/s for westerly
winds and keep the general limit value of 8 m/s.

Wind monitoring ON/OFF
You can activate or deactivate the wind monitoring by channel.
CAUTIO
However, consider the effects this may have and observe the safety
information in these instructions.
Proceed as follows to activate or deactivate the wind monitoring:
Move to the [Wind monitoring ON/OFF] line with the function wheel and
press the function wheel.
Set or clear the checkmark in the box on the left by turning the function
wheel.
Press the function wheel to finish the setting.
The first line in the display reminds you that you are making the settings for
"Channel 1".
Press the [Back] button to return to the [Safety functions] menu.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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Limit value WIND
"Limit value WIND" can be set here for the selected channel. Above this wind
speed, the sun shading products are moved to the "WIND" position. The
setting range is 0 to 25 m/s.
Change the "Limit value WIND" as follows:
Move to the [Limit value WIND] line with the function wheel; press the
function wheel.
Turning the function wheel increases or reduces the limit value. The
[Standard] button sets the limit value typical for the respective product.
Press the function wheel to accept the value and to finish editing.
The approximate wind speed can be estimated using the table below:
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Speed in m/s

Wind force
in Beaufort

0 - 0.2

0

Calm, smoke rises vertically

0.3 - 1.5

1

Light draft, wind direction can only be detected
by smoke

1.6 - 3.3

2

Soft breeze, wind can be felt in the face

3.4 - 5.4

3

Slight breeze, thin twigs and leaves move

5.5 - 7.9

4

Moderate breeze, twigs and thin branches move,
dust is disturbed

8.0 - 10.7

5

Brisk breeze, small trees sway

10.8 - 13.8

6

Strong wind, whistling noise on wires

13.9 - 17.1

7

Stiff wind, perceivable hindrance when
walking

17.2 - 20.7

8

Stormy wind, twigs break off trees, walking is
quite difficult

20.8 - 24.4

9

Storm, minor damage to houses and
roofs

24.5 - 28.4

10

Heavy storm, trees are uprooted

28.5 - 32.6

11

Gale-force storm, heavy storm damage

Over 32.6

12

Hurricane, destruction

Effects

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Delay WIND
To prevent the sun shading products from raising at each brief gust of the
wind, a delay time can be allocated to the wind alarm for each channel.
When the wind speed limit values are reached or exceeded for the duration
of this delay time, a wind alarm is then triggered and the sun shading
product is moved to the set position and slat angle. The setting range is
0 to 99 seconds.
Change the limit value as follows:
Move to the [Delay WIND] line with the function wheel; press the function
wheel.
Increase or reduce the delay by turning the function wheel. The [Standard]
button sets the value to the default value.
Press the function wheel to accept the value and to finish the input.
Delay WIND OFF
The wind alarm remains active for a certain time for reasons of safety and
comfort. This quiets the movement behaviour of the sun shading product
because the sun shading product is not moved for the duration of the off
delay, instead remaining in the "Wind" position.
After the off delay time has elapsed, the sun shading product can be moved
again using the comfort functions or manual operation. The setting range is
0 to 99 minutes.
Change "Delay WIND OFF" as follows:
Move to the [Delay WIND OFF] line with the function wheel; press the
function wheel.
Increase or reduce the delay by turning the function wheel. The [Standard]
button sets the value to the default value.
Press the function wheel to accept the value and to finish the input.
Direction-dependent wind evaluation
If you scroll farther down with the function wheel (), you can select whether
the wind force should be evaluated in terms of its direction.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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If the direction-dependent wind monitoring is selected for a channel, an
angle range can be given with the parameters [Wind direction from] and
[Wind direction to] for which the limit value is lower than the "WIND" limit
value; meaning that the product is more sensitive to wind from this directional
range. 0° corresponds to the compass direction north, 90° corresponds to
east, 180° to south and 270° to west.
 Example

Proceed as follows if a wind alarm is to be triggered by a west wind that is
10 m/s or faster:

Direction-dependent wind limit value
Move to the [Direction-dependent wind limit value] line with the
function wheel; press the function wheel
Wind direction from

Set 10 m/s by turning the function wheel; press the function wheel.

Move to the [Wind direction from] line with the function wheel; press the
function wheel.
Set 224° by turning the function wheel; press the function wheel.
Set 316° by turning the function wheel. You will see the following display:

Close by pressing the function wheel to return to the
[Wind monitoring channel 1] menu (or the channel name assigned by
you).
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Wind from westerly directions (224°-316°) is now monitored, as can be seen
in this menu:

Wind direction to
The [Wind direction to] menu behaves in the same manner as
[Wind direction from].
Measured wind
Measured wind direction
These two lines display the current measured wind force and wind direction
and cannot be adjusted.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [Safety functions] menu.
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4.2.2.2

Ice monitoring

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Safety functions
							 Ice monitoring

Ice monitoring prevents the sun shading products from freezing when
there is a threat of ice and from becoming damaged by subsequent move
commands. Therefore when there is precipitation at cold temperatures, the
WAREMA climatronic® moves the sun shading products to an adjustable
position before ice can form in the guide rails. An ice alarm blocks both
manual operation and the comfort functions.
Depending on the product type, ice monitoring is activated or deactivated at
the factory (for articulated arm awnings, conservatory awnings and external
venetian blinds, for example, it is activated).
Prerequisite for ice monitoring: A weather station must be connected. If the
outside temperature drops below an adjustable value and the weather station
reports precipitation, the sun shading products are moved to the set position
and blocked there.

Ice monitoring ON/OFF
This menu provides the option of activating or deactivating the ice monitoring.

CAUTIO
We recommend activating the ice monitoring for external sun shading
products such as external venetian blinds, roller shutters and awnings to
prevent damage to the unit.
Limit value ICE
You can specify exactly from which temperature the ice alarm shall be
triggered. In the event of precipitation and when the temperature drops below
the set limit value, the sun shading products are moved to the set position
and remain there until the ice alarm is cancelled. The setting range is 0 to
+10°C.
Information on how to move the sun shading products despite the alarm is
provided under "Manually reset ice alarm" below.
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Change the "Limit value ICE" as follows:
Scroll to [Limit value ICE] by turning the function wheel; press the function
wheel.

Position ICE
Slat angle ICE

Change the limit temperature by turning the function wheel (the [Standard]
button sets the value to the default value of +3 °C).
Accept the value by pressing the function wheel.

Depending on which type of product is being controlled, the [Position ICE]
and [Slat angle ICE] values can also be set, where 0% corresponds to the
upper limit position of the sun shading product.
Reset ice alarm automatically?
The control can automatically reset an ice alarm. If the outside temperature
rises by 2 °C above the [Limit value ICE] you have set, the ice alarm is
reset automatically and operation is enabled again.
Reset ice alarm manually
You can also reset the ice alarm manually. This is required if you deactivated
the automatic resetting of the ice alarm.

When you scroll down () with the function wheel, the outside temperature
reading and whether the weather station is currently reporting precipitation is
displayed.
Meas. value outside temp.
Meas. value precipitation
These two lines display the current measured outside temperature and the
precipitation and cannot be adjusted.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [Safety functions] menu.
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4.2.2.3

Building control system
This menu is used to set how a channel of the WAREMA climatronic®
responds to the activation of the building control system.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Safety functions
							 Building control system

Three independent building control system (BCS) functions can be defined.
Monitored inputs can be defined as any input of a Tableau Interface or an
input on an actuator of type 6M that was created as actuator 1.
As long as BCS is active, manual operation is not possible and the comfort
functions cannot lead to move commands.
Priority of BCS inputs:
1

BCS Service
Always has the highest priority; even wind or ice alarms have no effect.

2

BCS 1
BCS Service, wind, ice and precipitation can override BCS 1.

3

BCS 2
BCS Service, BCS 1, wind, ice and precipitation can override BCS 2.
If you want to activate/deactivate a BCS function, use the check box next to
the respective [BCS ON/OFF] heading.
The BCS input on the actuator is implemented here as a break contact,
i.e. BCS is active if the contact is open.
The BCS input is implemented as a make contact via a Tableau Interface.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [Safety functions] menu.
Press the [Back] button once more to return to the [Manage channels] menu.
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4.2.3 Manual operation
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Manual operation

In this menu you can perform settings for the selected channel, which affects
the manual operation, by jumping from the main menu to the operating menu
for the channel by pressing the function wheel.
In the main menu, press the [Settings] function button. Now proceed to
the menu [Specialist dealer] > [Project setup] > [Manage channels] >
[“Channel name”] > [Manual operation].
 The following view appears on the display:

4.2.3.1

Position DOWN
The "Position DOWN” value specifies the position the sun shading product
should move to through manual operation using the [DOWN] function button.
The setting range is 0-100%; with a value of 0% corresponding to the upper
limit position and a value of 100% to the lower limit position.
Turn the function wheel to set the “Position DOWN” value.
The [---] function button leaves the position unchanged; the [Standard]
function button sets the value for “Position DOWN” to the factory setting.
When the [DOWN] function button is pressed again while the sun shading
product is being lowered, it always moves to 100% (lower limit position) and
the “Position DOWN” value is ignored.
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4.2.3.2

Slat angle DOWN
This setting is only useful if you have chosen a slat product (external or internal venetian blinds) as the product type. If you have connected slat products,
such as external venetian blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats
are to be set after the blind has moved to the "DOWN" position. This is especially useful if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you must no longer tilt
the slats manually after a move. The WAREMA climatronic® assumes tilting
the slats for you if programmed accordingly.
Turn the function wheel to set the “Slat angle DOWN” value.
The [---] function button leaves the slat angle unchanged; the [Standard]
function button sets the value for the “Slat angle DOWN” to the factory
setting.

4.2.3.3

Dwell time hh:mm
The dwell time is used to set how long the comfort functions are to be
disabled after manual operation. The setting range is 00:00 to 24:00 hours.
Manual operation can be performed on the control panel by channel or
group as well as by product or for a local group on the local push button.
Turn the function wheel to set the “Dwell time hh:mm” value. A push on the
wheel causes the cursor to jump to the minutes. Set the minutes in the same
manner.
The [Standard] function button sets the dwell time to the factory setting.
A time switch command deletes the manual dwell time.

4.2.3.4

Minimum slat angle
Here you can set the smallest slat angle that can be set during manual
operation.
Turn the function wheel to set the "Minimum slat angle" value.
The [Standard] function button sets the "Minimum slat angle" to the factory
setting.

4.2.3.5

Maximum slat angle
Here you can set the largest slat angle that can be set during manual
operation.
Turn the function wheel to set the "Maximum slat angle" value.
The [Standard] function button sets the "Maximum slat angle" to the factory
setting.
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4.2.3.6

Local operation lock
Here it is displayed whether the channel can be operated using local push
buttons.
This parameter can only be changed with the WAREMA climatronic® studio
PC software.

4.2.3.7

The manual operation options
Function buttons, function wheel
With the function buttons and the function wheel
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
EWFS Hand-held transmitter
Operation is possible at any time (as long as no safety function has triggered
an alarm), regardless of the view in the display of the control.
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
 For the fan, light, air conditioner and heating product types, briefly pressing
button B activates the product, pressing button B for longer deactivates it.
 Use the arrow buttons and the stop button of the hand-held transmitter to
control sun shading products. Slat products operate based on radio time
mode (a more detailed explanation of the functional principle of radio time
mode can be found in the instructions on the hand-held transmitter).
 A hand-held transmitter cannot be used for dimming or infinitely variable
settings.

External push buttons

 If the hand-held transmitter is allocated to a scene, the scene can be opened
by pressing the C button.
When external push buttons are connected to the control, the products can
be operated with these push buttons, regardless of the view in the control
display.
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
If local operation of the channel was disabled in the WAREMA climatronic®
studio PC software, the push buttons will not work.

WAREMA climatronic® WebControl
If an optionally available WAREMA climatronic® WebControl is connected,
the channels can be operated from digital end devices (e.g. PC, tablet,
smartphone) through WLAN via a browser or app. See WAREMA
climatronic® WebControl manual.
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4.2.4 Sensor allocation

(dawn/dusk)

The sensors must be allocated to the channels for the control to function
properly. In doing so, you define how the sensors are used for controlling the
individual channels.
These variables are evaluated to provide a basis later for the safety and
comfort functions to trigger move commands and actions. Up to twelve
measuring values from up to three weather stations can be allocated per
channel. Of these, up to four can be "Photo" values and the value that is
currently the highest is decisive. The photo sensors are allocated to the
installation location as follows:

Photo 1

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Sensor allocation

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Fig. 6

Positioning of the photodiodes

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Sensor allocation
				 Channel n

I
Scroll down () with the function wheel to display the remaining parameters:
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Up to three measured "Wind" values can be allocated per channel; of these,
the value that is currently the highest is decisive.
Allocate the sensors and measuring values to the channels as follows:
Move to the respective line with the function wheel; press the function wheel.
Select the connected sensor by turning the function wheel. The [Delete]
button deletes the allocation of a sensor to the channel.
Press the function wheel to finish the input.
The header of the display always shows the channel to which you are
allocating the sensors.
Press the [Back] button once more to return to the [Specialist dealer]
menu.
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4.2.5 Winter program
The winter program function is used to replace one channel with another
channel that has different settings at certain times of the year. All channel
settings such as control functions or time switch commands can be preset
for the respective alternative channel.
In this way, you can activate extensive parameter changes for a certain
period either automatically or through a manual switchover, without having to
make all of these settings individually.
The winter program function switches between two channels with different
settings. The channels must be set up in pairs according to the following
scheme:
Channel 1

Winter program activated in
channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 2

–

Winter channel
replaces channel 1 during winter status

Channel 3

Winter program switched off
in channel

Normal
Channel always active

Channel 4

–

Normal
Channel always active

Channel 5

Winter program switched on
in channel

Summer channel
Channel is active during summer status

Channel 6

–

Winter channel
replaces channel 5 during winter status

etc...

Every channel with an uneven channel number is replaced by the next
channel if the winter status is active when the winter program is switched on.
In the channel that is to be replaced, the parameter that specifies that the
channel will be replaced when the winter program is active must be enabled.
Products can only be allocated in the summer channel; no products can be
allocated to the winter channel.

In this menu the individual channels are adjusted and allocated. When the
winter program is active, the menu described in chapter 4.8.7 on page 85
is set.
The "winter" status can be switched on and off via an external contact on
the Tableau Interface. This contact must be parameterised accordingly using
WAREMA climatronic® studio.
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4.2.5.1

Winter program

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage channels
					 Channel n
						 Winter program

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the winter program function
entirely for this channel.

Set or delete the checkmark in the [Winter program] line to activate or deactivate the winter program function.
The [Delete] function button deactivates the winter program function.
This setting can only be made in channels with an odd channel number
(1, 3, 5,...). When the function is switched on, the channel turns into
a summer channel, and the next channel automatically turns into the
associated winter channel.
4.2.5.2

Channel function
This menu line displays the reaction of the channel to the Winter status.
 Normal	The channel ignores the winter program function.
 Summer channel	This channel is active when Winter status is not set.
 Winter channel	This channel replaces the associated summer channel
when the Winter status is set.
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4.3 Managing products
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage products
					 Product n

All created products are displayed in this menu. Each of these products has
different characteristics. Therefore, they respond differently to wind, require
different tilting and run times, or may be located indoors, thus not requiring
rain or wind protection. To save you from having to enter all of the individual
product-specific settings and limit values for each product you set up in the
WAREMA climatronic®, the WAREMA climatronic® performs these tasks for
you. The typical product settings are already stored for many products. They
can all be programmed at once with a single keystroke.
Additional products can be created here and individual products can be
deleted. Since a total of 7200 products can be saved, the [-100] and [+100]
buttons help with the rapid selection when many products are being created.
Select the product to be managed by turning the function wheel; press the
function wheel to open the following menu:

The product can be selected here. If the product is of the same type as
another product and is supposed to behave in the same manner, its settings
can be copied. Every product can also be deleted again.

4.3.1 Actuator type
The following settings are possible for [Actuator type]:
 Switch actuator 6M (also select for 6M230)
 Switch actuator 4M (also select for 4M230)
 Dim actuator 2D
 Switch actuator 4MDC
 Switch actuator 4MDCR
 Switch actuator 4M230I (VM)
 Switch actuator 16M230 SMI
 Switch actuator 4M230 LS2 Low

When you change the actuator type of a product already created, the settings
already made are lost and the factory settings are applied for the newly
selected actuator type.
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4.3.2 Product type
The following settings for [Product type] are possible:
 Articulated arm awning

 Dimmable light (external)

 Conservatory awning

 Fault alarm contact

 External venetian blind

 Roller blind inside

 Roller shutter

 Vertical awning

 Pleated blind

 Facade awning

 Venetian blind

 Drop-arm awning

 Window

 Markisolette

 Fan, fan valve

 Infinitely variable fan (external) with fan valve

 3-step fan

 Fan 6/12 V with fan valve

 Infinitely variable fan (external)

 Infinitely variable fan with fan valve

 Air conditioner

 Dimmable light

 Heater

 vivamatic® external venetian blind

 Light

When you change the product type of a product already created, the settings
already made are lost and the factory settings are applied for the newly
selected product type.
When a product type is selected, standard values are automatically loaded.
The following must be set for a "standard unit":
 4.3.5.1 Channel allocation on page 62
 4.3.5.2 Contact allocation, Number of contacts on page 62
 4.3.5.10 Run time UP mm:ss on page 63
 4.3.5.11 Run time DOWN mm:ss / On-time mm:ss on page 64
 4.3.5.16 Minimum slat angle on page 66
 4.3.5.17 Maximum slat angle on page 66
 4.3.5.18 Tilting time on page 66

4.3.3 Copy settings from...
In the [Copy settings from...] menu item, you can copy the settings
already made for another product to use for the current one. This simplifies
the creation for several products of the same type.

4.3.4 Delete product
In the [Delete product] menu item, you can delete the current product
again if desired.
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4.3.5 Parameterise product
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage products
					 Product n				
						 Parameterise product

4.3.5.1

The following product-specific parameters are grouped in the
[Parameterise product] menu item.
Depending on the product type or actuator type, a different set of
parameters is displayed in this menu. Only the relevant parameters
appear in each case.

Channel allocation
In the [Channel allocation] menu item, the product is allocated to one of
the 64 channels by turning the function wheel; these are called [Channel xx]
by default but may also bear any name you assign to them.

4.3.5.2

Contact allocation, Number of contacts
In the [Contact allocation] menu item, by turning the function wheel, a
contact on an actuator is allocated to the product beginning with the first
available contact of the first actuator up to the last available contact of the
last actuator. The following message appears on the left if all available
contacts have been allocated:
No further contacts free!
The [Number of contacts] line is only a display (not adjustable).

4.3.5.3

Actuator allocation
This parameter appears only if the SMI actuator type was selected for the
product.
In the [Actuator allocation] menu item, by turning the function wheel, an
SMI actuator and a free SMI port are allocated to the product beginning with
the first available port of the first actuator up to the last available port of the
last actuator. The following message appears on the left if all available ports
have been allocated:
No further ports free!
If you change an existing actuator allocation, the parameterisation of
the SMI interfaces of the old and new actuators must be adjusted to the
changes made using the WAREMA climatronic® 3.0 studio software.

4.3.5.4

Product lock
In the [Product lock] menu line, the preselected product is locked against
the other products on the same actuator. Locking is active when the
checkmark is set.

4.3.5.5

Locking contact
In the [Locking contact] menu line, any locking contact from 1 to 6 (switch
actuator 6M) or 1 to 4 (switch actuator 4M) can be allocated to the product;
the [Delete] button resets to [---] (= no locking contact).
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4.3.5.6

Group push button connection
In the [Group push button connection] menu line, a button input of your
choice can be allocated to the product; the [Delete] button returns the
parameter to [---] (= no group button).

4.3.5.7

Use current monitoring
If the actuator supports current monitoring, then you can select whether
current monitoring should be used for the product. The [Standard] button
resets this parameter to the factory setting.

4.3.5.8

Use pulse generator
If the actuator has inputs for pulse generators, you can select whether the
pulse generator of the product should be evaluated. The [Standard] button
resets this parameter to the factory setting.
The [Use pulse generator] parameter is also used to switch the displayed
unit of all affected parameters between time and pulse number. Values that
have already been set are retained and are correctly converted.

4.3.5.9

Pulse generator dead time
This parameter is used for internal fault monitoring. It monitors whether the
pulse generator of the sun shading product sends pulses within the specified
time. In case of large and heavy sun shades or motors with a long start-up
time, it may be necessary to increase the standard value of 500 ms.
The [Standard] button resets this parameter to the factory setting.
The [Pulse generator dead time] is only displayed if
[Use pulse generator] is set to YES.

4.3.5.10 Run time UP mm:ss
The UP run time of a sun shading product is the time it requires to travel
from the lower limit position to the upper.
Set the actual run times for each product. This is the only way to ensure that
the product will function correctly when moving to position (xx%).
The run times of sun shading products are different depending on the
product and length. A roller shutter with a length of 150 cm has a much
shorter run time than an articulated arm awning with a 300 cm projection.
The WAREMA climatronic® allows these run times to be adjusted to the
nearest second for the connected product. You can also set separate run
times for UP and DOWN if a product requires more time to be raised than
to be lowered.
Select the [Run time UP mm:ss] line by turning the function wheel; press the
function wheel.
The minutes are shown enlarged. Set the minutes by turning the function
wheel; press the function wheel. The seconds are shown enlarged; set the
seconds in the same manner and press the function wheel.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
Measurement of run times, e.g. external venetian blind: from lower limit
position when slats closed to upper limit position
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4.3.5.11 Run time DOWN mm:ss / On-time mm:ss
Set the "Run time DOWN" in the same manner. Or:
Set the on-time for single-pin products such as lights. The product is
switched off automatically after this duration.
Exception: In the "Permanent command" manual operating mode,
the product remains switched on until operated again.
4.3.5.12 Use limit switch
Here you can select which end switches of the product should be evaluated.
The [Standard] button resets this parameter to the factory setting.
4.3.5.13 Deviation of UPPER limit position
If a deviation of the upper limit position of the product to the actual limit
position is required, this deviation can be parameterised here. When the
product is moved to 0%, the product is actually moved to this position.
The [Standard] button resets this parameter to the factory setting.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.14 Deviation of LOWER limit position
If a deviation of the lower limit position of the product to the actual limit
position is required, this deviation can be programmed here. When the
product is moved to 100%, the product is actually moved to this position.
The [Standard] button resets this parameter to the factory setting.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.15 Use current monitoring
If the actuator supports current monitoring, then you can select whether
current monitoring should be used for the product. The [Standard] button
resets this parameter to the factory setting.
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Notes on slat products
The slat angle can be adjusted on external venetian blinds and internal
venetian blinds in order to change or optimise the light incidence in a room.
The following diagram explains the slat angle settings:
Positive value:
Slats are tilted outward
Negative value: Slats are tilted inward
Setting 0°:
Slats remain in the horizontal position

Outside

Inside

+80

0
-80

Fig. 7

Slat angle for external and internal venetian blinds

A drive motor requires a certain amount of time to turn the slats (as in our
simple example) from the "+80°" position to the "-80°" position. In addition,
this tilting time differs for various product types. For example, an internal
venetian blind requires approximately 0.5 seconds to tilt, whereas this
procedure can also take 1.6 seconds for an outside venetian blind of the
type WAREMA E80A6. If this tilting time is known, it needs to be saved
in your WAREMA climatronic® together with the maximum and minimum
possible tilt angle. Subsequently, the tilt angles can be specified by simply
entering the angles. The time-consuming manual determination of tilting
times becomes obsolete.
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For WAREMA external venetian blinds, you can take the tilting times and tilt
angles from the Parameters for external venetian blinds document
(art. no. 2015353, available on the WAREMA homepage). If you wish
to control third-party products, ask for information from the respective
manufacturer.
Minor changes may be necessary depending on the package weight and
motor type.

4.3.5.16 Minimum slat angle
First set the minimum slat angle according to the manufacturer's data.
Select the [Minimum slat angle] line by turning the function wheel; press
the function wheel.
Change the value by turning the function wheel.
Accept the value by pressing the function wheel.
4.3.5.17 Maximum slat angle
Set the maximum slat angle in the same manner.
4.3.5.18 Tilting time
Then set the tilting time for the slat according to the manufacturer's data.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.19 Number of tilting steps
This menu line allows you to set how many tilt steps the slats perform
between the two extreme angles in case of manual operation; the factory
setting is 6 for internal and external venetian blinds.
4.3.5.20 Inverted tilt
The direction of the slat tilting can be reversed here. This parameter is only
required for slat products that have a reversed tilting direction by virtue of
their design.
Always also activate the [Stop with same-direction button] parameter
when using [Inverted tilt]. The controlled slat products then stop both
when the button for travel in the same direction or the button for travel in the
opposite direction is pushed.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
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4.3.5.21 Delay
The delay time that can be set here relates only to the "Fan" products
(infinitely variable or switchable) with valve.
Be sure to follow the recommendations in the instructions of the fan
manufacturer.
When the fan is switched on, the valve opens first. The fan only begins to run
after the delay time has elapsed.
When the fan is switched off, the valve closes at the same time that the fan
motor stops.
4.3.5.22 Moves until calibration
This parameter is used to define how many move cycles can be performed
before the unit needs to be calibrated. Move cycles are only considered to
be moves to the limit position or limit switch.
In case of external venetian blinds with vivamatic®, moves are only counted
when they involve movement to the upper limit position.
4.3.5.23 Calibration UP/duration of autocalibration UP
The UP calibration causes the product's drive motor (if present) to run slightly
longer when moving a product to its upper limit position to compensate
for slip. This ensures that the actual position of sun shading products still
matches the target value (0-100%) even after many movements.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.24 Calibration DOWN/duration of autocalibration DOWN
The DOWN calibration causes the product's drive motor (if present) to
run slightly longer when moving a product to its lower limit position to
compensate for slip. This ensures that the actual position of sun shading
products still matches the target value (0-100%) even after many movements.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
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4.3.5.25 Manual mode
Different operating modes are available for local manual operation:
Different sun shading products require different control behaviours. For
example, it is useful to be able to adjust the slat angle of external venetian
blinds with a brief move command, whereas this makes little sense for
awnings or roller shutters. Depending on the sun shading product to be
controlled, the following control behaviours can be selected:
 No manual operation		

 Dead man

 Permanent mode		

 Radio time mode

 Continuous mode		

 Toggle mode (3 steps)

 Dim/adjust mode		

 Stair light function

"Manual operating mode" cannot be parameterised for the vivamatic®
external venetian blind product type. Information on local operation can be
found in the instructions of the vivamatic® external venetian blinds.
No manual operation
This setting completely excludes manual operation on the local push buttons
and on the control panel.
Dead man
With this setting, the sun shading product moves in the desired direction until
the button is released again.
Permanent mode
This control behaviour is useful for roller shutters and fabric products. The
product is raised immediately after the "Up" button is pushed. The drive
stops when the "Down" button is pushed during raising.
The product is lowered immediately after the "Down" button is pushed. The
drive stops when the "Up" button is pushed during lowering.
The product can also be stopped at any time using the stop button in the
centre.
Radio time mode
This mode is useful for slat products: By briefly activating (< 0.6 seconds) the
"Up" or "Down" button you can adjust the sun shading product in small steps.
This function can be used with slat products to tilt the slats. If the button
continues to be activated, then the radio time mode switches to lock mode.
The button may then be released. The sun shading product moves until the
run time has elapsed. To release the lock and stop the motor, the button for
the opposite direction to the movement command or the stop button must be
pressed.
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Continuous mode
This control behaviour is specialised for lighting equipment: the [ON] and
[OFF] buttons on the control panel can be used to switch the light on and
off. If a hand-held or wall-mounted transmitter was learned in for the light
channel, the light can be switched on and off using the B button (= lighting).
Toggle mode (3 steps)
This control behaviour is suitable for a fan that can be switched to three
different steps.
Dim/adjust mode
This control behaviour is suitable for dimmable lighting systems. A brief
operation of the button switches the light on or off. If you press and hold the
button, the light is dimmed up or down until you release the button again.
The same logic behaviour is also used with an infinitely variable, dimmable
fan.
Stair light function
This control behaviour is especially suited for stair lighting systems. Pressing
the button switches the light on. The light is automatically switched off after
the set time expires. If the push button is pressed again during this time, the
lights-on period starts from the beginning.

4.3.5.26 Stop with same-direction button
This parameter can be used to determine whether a stop command can be
triggered by pushing the button for travel in the same direction.
Always activate this parameter if you have activated the [Inverted tilt]
parameter. The controlled external venetian blinds then stop both when the
button for travel in the same direction or the button for travel in the opposite
direction is pushed.
4.3.5.27 Alternative comfort angle
This parameter is only intended for external venetian blinds with vivamatic®.
Here you can determine whether an alternative comfort angle can be saved
in the actuators for the DOWN movement using the local operating elements.
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4.3.5.28 Follow-up UP
This parameter can be used to correct the follow-up period of the product in
the UP direction. When a sun shading product continues running briefly due
to its mass or momentum after the power is switched off, this parameter can
be used to correct how much earlier the actuator relays should be switched
off before the blind reaches the desired position.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.29 Follow-up DOWN
This parameter can be used to correct the follow-up period of the product in
the DOWN direction. When a sun shading product continues running briefly
due to its mass or momentum after the power is switched off, this parameter
can be used to correct how much earlier the actuator relays should be
switched off before the blind reaches the desired position.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.30 Minimum travel time
This parameter can be used to determine the smallest distance for which a
move command will actually be triggered.
The value set here must be smaller than all of the run times and tilting
times set for the actuator (for actuator 4M230I vivamatic®, also smaller than
the vivamatic parameters 1...5). If this value selected is too large, move
commands will not be performed for products with shorter times.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
4.3.5.31 Position tolerance
The tolerance range for the run times of the product can be defined here.
This value is important for internal fault detection. It defines the maximum
permissible deviation from the exact position in both directions of travel.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
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4.3.5.32 SMI group allocation
If a switch actuator of type 16M230 SMI was selected, this menu is active.
This display shows which SMI drives have been allocated to the product.
It also shows which of the drives is being used as the reference motor if
multiple drives are allocated to the product. The choice of the reference
motor can be changed here. The [Standard] button resets this parameter to
the factory setting --- (no reference motor assigned).
The allocation can only be changed with the WAREMA climatronic® studio
software.
4.3.5.33 Inverted direction of rotation
The direction of rotation can be reversed here if the motor of a product is
turning in the wrong direction.
If possible, it is better to correct the direction of rotation by reconnecting the
drive motor.
4.3.5.34 Relay, switch-on pause
This parameter can be used to determine the minimum wait time after which
a relay may be energised again (product protection).
4.3.5.35 Relay, switchover pause
This parameter can be used to determine the minimum wait time after which
the relay for the opposite direction of travel may be energised again
(product protection).
4.3.5.36 Minimum travel time
This parameter can be used to determine the smallest distance for which a
move command will actually be triggered.
4.3.5.37 vivamatic parameters 1...5
These parameters are only intended for external venetian blinds with
vivamatic® and must not be changed. The exact travel times for the
setting of the vivamatic® bearing are defined here.
The value of this parameter is displayed either as a time period or pulse
number, depending on the [Use pulse generator] parameter.
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4.4 Manage sensors
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage sensors

The sensors used can be managed in this menu:

A maximum of three weather stations and two sensors "Humidity and
temperature inside" ("Humidity/Temp.") can be connected to the
WAREMA climatronic® and managed in this menu.
A sensor interface is created in the same manner as a weather station.
The sensor interface behaves like a weather station.

CAUTIO
The radio clock data is only ever evaluated by weather station 1;
this means that DCF77 reception is only possible if a weather station
(or a sensor interface) has been set up as weather station 1.
If the WAREMA climatronic® is installed outside of the Central European time
zone or in areas with limited radio reception, the automatic time setting will
not work correctly. In this case, make sure that the "Use DCF77" function is
deactivated.
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Select a sensor by turning the function wheel; switch to the next menu by
pressing the wheel:

or:
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A weather station can be created here by approaching it with a magnet, and
a humidity/temp. sensor can be created by pushing the PROG button on the
device, or manually entering the serial number of the device.
Furthermore, the orientation of the sensor must be entered.

Set the angle of the photo 3 sensor of the weather station relative to north.

(dawn/dusk)

If photo 3 of the weather station faces north, enter 0° here. East corresponds
to 90°, south to 180° and west to 270°.

Photo 1

 Example

Photo 2

Photo 3

Photo 4

Fig. 8

Positioning of the photodiodes

After the sensor has been detected, the software version and the Modbus
address are displayed ( scroll down). Any sensor can also be deleted here.
The menu for the "Humidity/Temp" sensors does not have the menu item
[Positioning] since this is insignificant when measuring humidity and
temperature.
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4.5 Upload data to devices
Here you have the option to either load all devices at once or, as shown,
to select and load each individual device.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Upload data to devices

 Example

Select the desired actuator in the [Load one actuator] menu with the
function wheel; press function wheel.
After

 devices are newly created (actuators, sensors)
 devices are replaced
 devices are deleted from the project
all devices need to be loaded for the changes to take effect.
Be sure to subsequently raise all channels manually (calibration) to
enable the control to move to the absolute positions without fault.

CAUTIO
Do not carry out any operations on site while uploading to the devices.
Possible locks and all safety functions are not active during this period.
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4.6 Apply settings
In this menu line, the settings made can be accepted as specialist dealer
settings and saved in the control panel. The user is then able to restore the
specialist dealer settings at any time in the future. This is described in the
WAREMA climatronic® operating instructions.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Apply settings

Apply the specialist dealer settings as follows:
From the main menu, open the [Settings] > [Specialist dealer] menu.
Select the [Apply settings] menu line with the function wheel; press the
function wheel.
 The question [As specialist dealer settings?] appears on the left;
press the function wheel once more.
The display [Please wait...] appears on the left and the current settings
are saved in the control panel as specialist dealer settings. The display on
the left disappears again after this process is finished.
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4.7 End specialist dealer access
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  End specialist dealer access

In this menu line, you can end the password-protected specialist dealer
access so that only the settings for the operator are accessible.
As long as the specialist dealer mode is active, a small stylised wrench
appears in the header at the upper right:

This wrench will be visible for one hour because you logged in as a
specialist dealer earlier. During this time, the specialist dealer menus can
be accessed without a password to perform additional settings. This mode
can be closed immediately by disconnecting and reconnecting or using the
[Settings] > [Specialist dealer] > [End specialist dealer access]
menu item.

After an interruption in the power supply, the specialist dealer mode is no
longer active. However, changes made to the parameterisation are retained.
To make it possible to call up these changes at any time using the
[Restore settings] function, you should change to the specialist dealer
mode again and save them using [Apply settings] or when leaving the
specialist dealer mode.
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4.8 Creating system settings
Press the [Settings] button and select the [Specialist dealer] menu in
the [Settings] window.
Press the function wheel and enter the password [5858] (or your own
selected password).
Press the function wheel and select the [Project setup] menu.
Various system settings can be performed in the [System] menu of the
project setup:

4.8.1 Date and time
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Date/time

All date and time parameters can be entered in this window:

The operating step sequence is the same in each case:
Select the desired parameter by turning the function wheel.
Press the function wheel to start the processing of the parameter (both cells
(value on the left and parameter on the right) are highlighted in orange).
Turning the function wheel changes the value; pressing it changes the
decimal point or closes the entry (the orange highlighting disappears).
Not shown ():
To automatically change between daylight saving time and standard time for
the optional use of the DCF77 radio clock receiver (in the weather station),
scroll all the way down with the function wheel.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
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4.8.2 Display settings
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Display

Select [Brightness standby] by pressing the function wheel; the value can
be changed from between 0% and 100% by turning it. If you select a setting
below 2% (OFF is displayed), the display will go completely dark later on
when standby is active. You can return to the default value at any time by
using the [Standard] button.
Set the [Brightness at operation] in the same manner in the next menu line.
Set the jog dial sensitivity: 1-3 rotation increments of the function wheel result
in a change of the selected value.
Button tone: The button tone of the four sensor buttons (a soft click) can be
activated and deactivated here.
Duration of standby mode: The time can be set anywhere in the range of 1 to
240 min.
With the [Standby mode], you can specify whether the start menu or a
picture that has been loaded into the WAREMA climatronic® should be
displayed in standby mode.
A standby picture can be created with the WAREMA Picture Generator
software (software on enclosed SD card or via the WAREMA website).
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
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4.8.2.1

Display behaviour of the WAREMA climatronic®

Last operating procedure

0

[Brightness for operation]
(2...100%)

Dim to standby brightness

3

[Brightness standby]
(OFF...100%)

Change to standby mode, display
start menu or standby picture

15

[Standby mode]

[Standby duration]
(1...240 min)

16...255

—



Activate screen saver, display
time

Minutes
Fig. 9

4.8.2.2

Display behaviour

Standby picture
The WAREMA climatronic® display can show for the duration of the standby
mode a picture that can be created with the WAREMA Picture Generator software (included on the supplied SD card).
Load picture
Insert the SD card with the picture in the WAREMA climatronic®.
Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and then go to the
following menu: [System] > [Display] > [Load standby picture].
Confirm the dialogue box with [Apply].
 The image is loaded and displayed.
The WAREMA climatronic® can only find the picture if the picture is named
BILD.WRM and is located in the root directory of the memory card. Please
also note the information on the memory card presented in Chapter 4.11 on
page 93.
Adjusting the display settings
Select the [Standby mode] menu and activate the
[Display standby picture] option there.
In the [Standby duration] menu, set the duration for which the standby
mode is to be active.
 Whenever the WAREMA climatronic® is not operated for 15 minutes, the
standby picture is displayed for the set duration.
Afterwards, the screen saver is activated and the time is displayed.
If the [Brightness standby] is set to less than 2%, the backlight is so dark
that the standby picture is not visible.
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4.8.3 Select language
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Language

The operating language is selected in this window.
The standard languages available as operating languages are German,
English and French.
To set the operating language, toggle between the available languages by
turning the function wheel.

Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
When the power supply returns after an interruption, the language selection
menu appears in the display.
After 3 minutes without an entry, the WAREMA climatronic® automatically
switches to the start menu and the language selected last is retained.
The default language when the unit is first commissioned is German.
Download language from SD card
Another language can be downloaded using the supplied SD card and is
then available in this menu instead of French.
Subsequent loading is performed as follows:
If an SD card is inserted in the control panel, pull it out.
Switch the power supply of the WAREMA climatronic® off and on again.
 The WAREMA logo appears after a few seconds.
Insert the SD card with the language files into the SD card slot of the control
panel.
 The selection screen appears after some time.
Use the [<<] and [>>] function buttons to select the desired language.
Press [OK] to load the language into the control panel.
If you do not want to load a language after all, you can cancel the procedure
with [ESC].
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4.8.4 Sensor compensation
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Sensor compensation

4.8.4.1

This menu is used to calibrate the internal and external sensors of your
WAREMA climatronic® to the temperatures measured on site.
Open the following menu: [Project setup] > [System] >
[Sensor compensation].
 The following menu appears, in which all available temperature sensors are
displayed:

Control panel temperature
The "Control panel temperature" value specifies by how many degrees
Celsius (°C) the measuring value of the internal sensor of the WAREMA
climatronic® is corrected up or down. The setting range is –10 °C to +10 °C.
The setting can be changed as follows:
Using the function wheel, select the [Control panel temperature] line and
then press the function wheel.
Change the value by turning the function wheel. The [Standard] function
button sets the value to 0.0 °C (the factory setting).
Press the function wheel once more to save. Press the [Cancel] button if you
want to leave the menu without changes.

4.8.4.2

Weather station 1 (2,3) outside temperature
The "Weather station 1 temperature outside" value specifies by how many
degrees Celsius (°C) the measuring value of weather station 1 is corrected
up or down. The setting range is –30 °C to +10 °C. The setting can be
changed as follows:
Using the function wheel, select the [Weather station 1 temperature
outside] line and then press the function wheel.
Change the value by turning the function wheel. The [Standard] function
button sets the value to 0.0 °C (the factory setting).
Press the function wheel once more to save. Press the [Cancel] button if you
want to leave the menu without changes.
The settings for weather stations 2 and 3 work in the same manner as
described for weather station 1.
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4.8.4.3

Humidity/temperature 1 (2) temperature
The "humidity/temperature 1 temperature" value specifies by how many
degrees Celsius (°C) the measuring value of the humidity/temperature 1
sensor is corrected up or down. The setting range is -10 °C to +10 °C.
Proceed as follows to change the setting:
Using the function wheel, select the [Humidity/temperature 1
temperature] line and then press the function wheel.
Change the value by turning the function wheel. The [Standard] function
button sets the value to 0.0 °C (the factory setting).
Press the function wheel once more to save. Press the [Cancel] button if you
want to leave the menu without changes.
The settings for humidity/temperature 2 work exactly as described for
humidity/temperature 1.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.

4.8.5 Geographical position
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Geographic position

The geographic location is entered in this window; it is required when slat
tracking is desired as part of the sun control. The WAREMA climatronic®
calculates the appropriate slat angle from the sunlight's angles of incidence
(azimuth and elevation).

The geographical data is preset to the values at Marktheidenfeld.
You can determine your location's geographical data e.g. online.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
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4.8.6 Absent
You can communicate to the WAREMA climatronic® that you will be temporarily absent, e.g. when you are leaving the house. In the start menu, this is
confirmed by a checkmark appearing in the box next to the [Absent] line and
appearing in the status display. During this time, the comfort
the symbol
functions that were set in the associated menus to deactivate during absence
are deactivated.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Absent

The [Absent] condition is controlled with:
 the [Absent] button on the control panel
 the external switch on actuator 1
 the external switch on a Tableau Interface
 the command via a KNX Gateway 1
The command given last always applies to the [Absent] state. The position of
an external switch can therefore deviate from the actual state if for example
the [Absent] button on the control panel was pressed last.

The menu line merely displays the current condition and cannot be changed
in this window.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
The "Absent" condition is activated when the external switch
is closed.
Only a switch actuator 6M or 6M230 is suitable for connecting an external
switch. This actuator must be created as actuator 1 to be able to use the
switch.
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4.8.7 Winter program
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Winter program

The winter program function is used to replace one channel with another
channel that has different settings at certain times of the year. All channel
settings such as control functions or time switch commands can be preset
for the respective alternative channel.
In this way, you can activate extensive parameter changes for a certain
period either automatically or through a manual switchover, without having
to make all of these settings individually.
This menu is used to set when the winter program is active. The individual
channels are adjusted and allocated as described in chapter 4.2.5 on page
58.

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and then go to the
[Winter program] menu.
 The following view appears on the display:

4.8.7.1

Winter channels active
It is shown in this menu line whether at least one winter channel has been
created in the control panel. If no winter channels are created, the next menu
items are deactivated and cannot be changed.

4.8.7.2

Manual winter program
In this menu line, you can switch Winter status on or off.
To switch winter status on or off, set or delete the checkmark in the
[Manual winter program] line.
If the winter program is switched on by the switch commands described
below, it cannot be switched off manually. In this case, the date entries of the
switch commands must be deleted first.
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4.8.7.3

Winter program tableau
In this menu line you can set whether the "winter" condition can be changed
via an external contact of a connected Tableau Interface.
The "winter" status can be switched on and off via an external contact on
the Tableau Interface. This contact must be parameterised accordingly using
WAREMA climatronic® studio.

4.8.7.4

Winter begin dd.mm
In this menu line, you can set the day and month of the beginning of the
winter program. The setting range reaches from 01.01. to 31.12.
Turn the function wheel to set the day of the [Winter begin dd:mm] value.
Pressing the wheel jumps to the month. Set the month in the same manner.
Accept the value by pressing the function wheel.
The [Delete] function button removes the [--.--] setting.

4.8.7.5

Winter end dd.mm
In this menu line, you can set the day and month of the end of the winter
program. The setting range reaches from 01.01. to 31.12.
Turn the function wheel to set the day of the [Winter end dd:mm] value.
Pressing the wheel jumps to the month. Set the month in the same manner.
Accept the value by pressing the function wheel.
The [Delete] function button removes the [--.--] setting.

4.8.7.6

Winter
This menu line displays the current status of the winter parameter.
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4.8.8 Wind test
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Wind test

In this menu, a wind test can be set to monitor the sensors and an alarm,
if one occurs, can be reset (after resolving a defect or wire break).

As a typical value for the duration of the wind test, we recommend 99 hours.
The [Wind test alarm] line is for display only. If an alarm is triggered, the
name of the weather station that triggered the alarm appears at the left.
The menu lines below this line list the connectable wind sensors.
Activate all components for which a wind test should be performed.
If you accidentally activate the wind test for a sensor that is not connected,
an alarm is always issued after the set duration elapses.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
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4.8.9 Specialist dealer access
The specialist dealer password can be changed in this menu. It can have
from 1 to 8 characters.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Specialist dealer access

The default password is [5858]. This value can be changed to ensure that
access to the project setup and safety functions is exclusively available to the
specialist dealer.
To change the specialist dealer password:
Press the [AB/ab/12-] button, if desired, to switch between upper and lower
case or numbers and special characters.
Turn the function wheel to select a character from the selection field (below)
(if you change the password, please note i down in the field on the left).

My password:

Press the function wheel to enter the selected symbol in the input field
(above).
If characters are to be deleted, press the [] button once or repeatedly or
press and hold it.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [System] menu.
 The new password is saved at the same time.
Press the [Back] button once more to return to the [Project setup] menu.
If the password is lost, no changes can be made to the project and safety
functions. In some circumstances the project must be completely recreated
in order to be able to make changes again.
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4.8.10 Display all menus
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Display all menus

In this line of the [System] menu, you can deactivate the greying of
non-relevant menu lines by having all menus displayed:

This parameter can only be activated in exceptional cases. If the function is
active, faulty parameterisation may occur without being noticed. The function
of WAREMA climatronic® can be affected by this.
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4.8.11 Short delay times
In this menu line, you can set the delay times of the WAREMA climatronic®
to a minimum value for test purposes, e.g. during commissioning.

Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 System
					 Short delay times

The following delay times are shortened:
 Wind delay				1 second
 Wind delay, direction-dependent		

1 second

 Off delay, wind				

1 minute

 Off delay, precipitation			

1 minute

 Delay Sun				1 minute
 Delay Clear				1 minute
 Delay Cloud				1 minute
When the checkmark is reset or after the operating voltage is switched off
and on again, the original delay times are set again.

CAUTIO
The short delay times are saved with the project. Prior to the following
operations, check whether you have switched off the activated function again:
 Saving the project to the SD card
 Saving the project in the control panel as authorised dealer settings
 Reading out or synchronising the project with the WAREMA climatronic®
studio
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4.9 Manage Tableau Interface
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Manage Tableau Interface

This menu can be used to manage a connected Tableau Interface:

A Tableau Interface can be created here by pressing the PROG button on the
device, or the serial number of the device is entered manually.
After the Tableau Interface has been detected, the software version and the
Modbus address are displayed. The Tableau Interface can also be deleted or
the device name changed here.
After the Tableau Interface has been set up, you can set up all inputs and
allocations using the PC software; follow the instructions in the software
documentation.
The Tableau Interface is not supported by the assistants in the control panel
or the PC software.
If you start the assistant after the Tableau Interface has been set up, existing
settings will be overwritten. The assistant can only be used for the basic
settings of the WAREMA climatronic® before the Tableau Interface has been
set up.
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4.10 Software versions
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Software versions

The software versions of all connected devices are displayed in this menu:

The software versions of the control unit, weather stations 1 to 3 and
sensors "Humidity/Temp." 1 to 2 are directly displayed; the software versions
of the switch actuators are displayed in the bottom line ( scroll down).
After pressing the function wheel, the software versions of the max. 1200
actuators are displayed by turning the function wheel.
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4.11 Memory card
Main menu
 Settings
		  Specialist dealer
			  Project setup
				 Memory card

The WAREMA climatronic® supports reading and writing of settings to an
external memory card. A ready-to-use, formatted SD card is included in the
scope of delivery of the WAREMA climatronic®.
You can use any card that meets the following requirements:
 Commercially available SD or SDHC card
 The card must be formatted in the FAT32 format.
 The card must have a data storage name.
If possible, only use the card included in the delivery. If you insert the card
into a different device (PC, digital camera, ...), do not reformat the card there
under any circumstances. If the card is formatted in a format other than
FAT32, it will no longer be readable by the WAREMA climatronic®.
A project is written onto the SD card with the file name 464043XX.NIC.
This file is overwritten when a project is saved again.
To archive multiple projects on one card, rename each saved file on the PC.
Then you can save the next project to the card.
The WAREMA climatronic® only reads files with the name 464043XX.NIC.
To be able to load a renamed file, change the file name back to
464043XX.NIC first.
The SD slot of the WAREMA climatronic® is located on the left side of the
control panel housing. Insert the card before starting the reading or writing
process.

4.11.1 Write project to SD card

When you choose the [Write project to SD card] menu line, all data of
the project is saved on the card. A warning appears on the display if no card
has been inserted.
Save the data on the SD card supplied after project setup is completed
to be able to recall and if necessary restore the data again later.
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After successfully saving the data to the SD card, the process can be
completed by pressing the function wheel or the [Back] function button.

4.11.2 Read project from SD card

In the second menu line you can read a project from an SD card. You will be
asked once more in the left half of the display if you really want to accept the
data.
Go to [Apply] and press the function wheel.
When [Done] is displayed, conclude by pressing the function wheel or the
[Back] function button.
The WAREMA climatronic® can only find the project if the project is named
464043XX.NIC and is located in the root directory of the SD card.
Stored projects of older versions of the WAREMA climatronic® are not
compatible with devices of software version 46404210 or higher. Projects
that are loaded into a device must always have the right version.
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4.11.3 Upload to all devices
After a project has been read from the memory card, the data must be uploaded the devices (update).

The [Upload to all devices] menu line resets all devices and then
uploads the selected settings in sequence into the devices, i.e. the sensors
and actuators.
CAUTIO
Do not carry out any operations on site while uploading to the devices.
Possible locks and all safety functions are not active during this period.
Press the [Back] button to return to the [Project setup] menu.
Be sure to subsequently raise all products manually (calibration) to enable
the control to flawlessly move to the absolute positions.
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4.12 USB/RS 485 interface
Main menu
 Settings
		  System
			  USB/RS485 interface

The menu item for selecting the additional interface can be found directly via
the menu accessible to all users under [Main menu] > [Settings] > [System]
> [USB/RS485 interface].
In this menu line, you can select whether the USB interface on the left side
of the control panel or alternatively the RS 485 interface on the back of the
control panel is active:

The USB interface is required for connecting a PC with the WAREMA
climatronic® studio.
The RS 485 interface must be selected if a WAREMA climatronic®
WebControl is connected to the terminals.
Operating both connections at the same time is not possible. In each case
the other output is switched off when switching.
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5 Adjusting comfort functions
The comfort functions are used for the automatic control of the connected
products. They can be set separately for each channel. The control can be
adjusted to the individual conditions and needs.
 ignificant savings can be made to the costs of
Energy efficiency S
heating and cooling a building depending on the
field of application by activating and appropriately
parameterising comfort functions.
Always choose parameterisation with the WAREMA climatronic® studio
software for large projects or projects that are difficult to oversee.

The WAREMA climatronic® is equipped with these comfort control functions.
Comfort function

Functional principle

Sun control

The sun control evaluates solar radiation. When the measuring value exceeds the
limit value or falls below it, the sun shading product is lowered or raised.

Slat tracking

This function offers the possibility together with the sun control of tracking the slats
of the sun shading product depending on the current position of the sun. It ensures
Chapter 5.2 on page 103
that no direct sunlight enters into the room through the slats. At the same time
diffused daylight is directed into the room to reduce the need for artificial lighting.

Dawn/dusk control

The dawn/dusk control provides the option of raising the sun shading system at
dawn and lowering it at dusk.

Chapter 5.3 on page 109

Temperature control

The temperature control governs whether the sun control is enabled depending on
the temperature or can cause direct move commands.
The differential temperature control activates window drives depending on the
difference between inside and outside temperature. This functionality can be used
to control e.g. ventilation windows in conservatories.

Chapter 5.4 on page 113

Precipitation
monitoring

When precipitation (rain or snow) falls on the sensor surface of a weather station,
the products are raised. This locks the selected comfort functions and operation
by hand. Once the weather station has dried out again and the delay time set in
the control has elapsed, the comfort functions and operation by hand are enabled
again.

Chapter 5.5 on page 120

Humidity control

This control mode is especially suited for use in conservatories to control if
necessary fans and windows in addition to the sun shading system.

Chapter 5.6 on page 122

The intermittent ventilation allows for windows or fans to be switched on a channel via a time switch. On the one hand it serves to avoid mould formation due to
Intermittent ventilation
humidity or condensation and on the other hand to ensure a pleasant climate by
means of a sufficient supply of fresh air in the rooms and conservatories.

Chapter 5.1 on page 98

Chapter 5.7 on page 124

Time switch

The time switch moves the sun shading system up or down at set times. Individual
times can be stored for every day of the week.
Chapter 5.8 on page 126
The comfort functions can also be activated or deactivated at certain times with the
time switch.

Cold protection

The cold protection serves to prevent a conservatory or inside room from cooling
down too much by applying intermittent ventilation or to keep a product,
e.g. a ventilation device, from becoming damaged.

Chapter 5.9 on page 128

Leave

The position of sun shading products and if necessary the inclination of the slats
are set for the duration of any leave. The move command is executed once at the
beginning of the leave.

Chapter 5.10 on page 129

Absent

The position of sun shading products and if necessary the inclination of the slats
are set if you are going to be absent. The move command is executed once at the
beginning of the "Absent" status.

Chapter5.11 on page 130
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5.1 Sun control
The sun control is one of the chief comfort functions of the
WAREMA climatronic® because the most important control mode for
sun shading products is control depending on brightness. One to three
weather stations (or Sensor Interfaces as an alternative) are employed to
measure brightness. When the PHOTO measuring value exceeds the SUN
limit value, a move command is triggered and the sun shading products
are lowered. When the PHOTO measuring value falls below the CLOUD
limit value, the sun shading product is raised again.
The sun control is not effective during a wind, precipitation or ice alarm.
After the alarm has been cancelled, the sun control becomes active again
and resumes evaluating the brightness.
To ensure proper functioning of the sun control together with the CLEAR
limit value, the following information must be observed when setting the
SUN, CLEAR and CLOUD limit values:
The smallest value must always be the value for CLOUD, e.g. 30 klx.
The value for SUN must always be the greatest value, e.g. 50 klx.
If used, the value for CLEAR must be set in between, e.g. 40 klx.
To find the optimal setting for your sun shading product, you should test
different values on a bright day with changing cloud cover. This is the only
way to achieve the optimal result.

5.1.1 Setting the sun control
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Sun control
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Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and select the
following menu: [Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Sun control]
The following view appears in the display (the header may show the channel
name you selected instead of channel 1 and the settings in the left column
may be different):
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Parameter

Function

Settings

Sun control ON/
OFF

Activate or deactivate sun control

Limit value SUN

The limit value SUN specifies the brightness level above which the
sun shading product for this channel should be lowered.

Delay SUN

To prevent the sun shading product from being immediately
lowered at each brightness change (e.g. when the sun temporarily
shines through an otherwise thick cloud cover), a delay time can
be assigned to the SUN limit value. This quiets the movement
behaviour of the sun shading product, thereby increasing the level
of comfort.
When the limit values are reached or exceeded for the duration of
this delay time, a move command is triggered and the sun shading
product is moved to the set position and inclination.

Position SUN

Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

3...100 klx

Setting range

0...99 minutes

Setting 0°min.

Delay switched off

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

The position SUN value specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is to be lowered when the SUN limit value is
reached.

If you have connected a slat product, such as an external or internal
venetian blind, to a channel, you can specify the position of the
slats after the position SUN is reached. This is especially useful if
you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer have to tilt
the slats up after the product has descended automatically. The sun
control automatically tilts up the slats if programmed accordingly.
The factory setting for the slat position with automatic operation is
38°.
Setting the slat angle:
Positive value:
Slats are tilted outward
Negative value:
Slats are tilted inward
Setting 0°:
The slats remain in a horizontal position
Slat angle SUN
Outside

Inside

+80

0
-80
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Parameter

Function

Limit value CLEAR

This limit value specifies the brightness at which a sun shading
product moves to a medium position and, in the case of external or
internal venetian blinds, the brightness at which the slats are to be
tilted up, for example, to allow more light to enter the room when
the sky is covered but otherwise bright.
The limit value CLEAR is only evaluated if the sun shading product
was first lowered automatically via SUN and not if the previous
condition was CLOUD.

Delay CLEAR

Position CLEAR

Slat angle CLEAR

Limit value CLOUD

Delay CLOUD

Position CLOUD

100

To prevent a sun shading product from being lowered or the slats
from being tilted up immediately at each brightness change
(e.g. when the cloud cover temporarily increases), a delay time can
be assigned to the limit value CLEAR. This quiets the movement
behaviour of the sun shading system, thereby increasing the level of
comfort.
If the values reach or drop below the limit values for the duration of
this delay time, the sun shading product is moved and the slats are
tilted up.

Settings
Setting range

2...100 klx

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...99 minutes

Setting 0°min.

Delay switched off

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

1...100 klx

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...99 minutes

Setting 0°min.

Delay switched off

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

The Position CLEAR value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product is to move when the sky is clear (when Limit value
CLEAR is reached).

If you have connected slat products such as an external venetian
blinds to a channel, you can specify the angle at which the slats
are to be set after the product is moved to Position CLEAR. This is
especially useful if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no
longer have to tilt the slats up manually after an automatic movement. The sun control automatically tilts up the slats if programmed
accordingly. The factory setting for the slat position with automatic
operation is +0° (=horizontal).

The Limit value CLOUD specifies the brightness at which the sun
shading products of a channel are to be raised.

To prevent the sun shading product from being raised immediately at each brightness change (e.g. when the sun is temporarily covered by a cloud), a delay time can be assigned to the
limit value CLOUD. This quiets the movement behaviour of the sun
shading system, thereby increasing the level of comfort. When the
measuring values reach or fall below the limit values for the duration
of this delay time, the UP command is triggered and the sun shading product is raised.

The Position CLOUD value specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is to be moved when the Limit value CLOUD is
exceeded.
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Parameter

Function

Settings
Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

Slat angle CLOUD

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind moves to Position CLOUD. This is especially useful
if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer have to tilt
the slats manually after automatic movement. The sun control tilts
the slats automatically if programmed accordingly.
The factory setting for the slat position with automatic operation
is -80°.

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard function
button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Active during
leave?

Here you can activate or deactivate the sun control during your
leave.

Active during
presence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the sun control during your
presence.

Active during
absence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the sun control during your absence.

Measuring value
photo

The Measuring value Photo line indicates the outdoor brightness currently measured and is for information only.
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5.1.2 Using sun control correctly
The settings for the sun control described above are addressed below in
more detail. Using an example, the following graphic demonstrates schematically how the outdoor brightness can change in the course of a certain time
period:

1

2

3

4

5

6

Brightness in klx
Limit value SUN
Limit value CLEAR
Limit value CLOUD

Fig. 10

Delay SUN

Delay SUN

Delay CLOUD

Brightness curve

< 2 min

= 2 min

= 2 min

Time

Brightness curve and movement behaviour

The curve represents the brightness curve; the three horizontal lines are the
limit values you have set for moving the sun shading product UP or DOWN.
The vertical dashed lines mark the activation or deactivation delay times.
Assuming you have set 2 minutes for these delay times, the sun shading
system will react as follows:
The outdoor brightness increases until point  of the curve is reached;
Limit value SUN is reached at that point. Although Delay SUN now begins
running, your sun shading product is not lowered yet. At point  of the
curve, the brightness drops below Limit value SUN once more before
Delay SUN has elapsed. Your sun shading product stays up.
The brightness level increases later on and at point  exceeds
Limit value SUN again. Although Delay SUN begins running again, your
sun shading product is not lowered yet. Delay SUN has elapsed at point
 while the limit value is still exceeded – the sun shading product is now
lowered.
A cloud now moves in front of the sun and it gradually becomes too dark
indoors; the measuring value falls below the Limit value CLOUD at point
. Nothing happens initially because Delay CLOUD is started first – the sun
shading product is therefore not raised yet. Delay CLOUD has finally elapsed
at point  while the measuring value is still below Limit value CLOUD; the
sun shading product is now raised again.
Thus, when the delay times are set correctly, they enable the sun shading
system to be controlled in a manner that provides a high level of comfort.
They help to “quiet” the response of the control. As a consequence, the sun
shading product is not moved immediately whenever there is a change in the
outdoor brightness.
It also becomes apparent from the graphic that the Limit value SUN must
always be set above the Limit value CLOUD or the sun control will not work.
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5.2 Slat tracking
Slat tracking is another comfort function of the WAREMA climatronic®.
It works only for slat products (external venetian blinds, internal venetian
blinds...) in conjunction with the sun control.
Slat tracking controls the sun shading product in such a way that direct
sunlight does not enter the room between the slats but as much diffuse
daylight reaches the interior as possible. Slat tracking also allows the
maximum possible view to the outside without glare.
Slat tracking is not intended for vertical slats and does therefore not work
with these products.

5.2.1 Setting the slat tracking
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Slat tracking

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and switch to
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Slat tracking].
 The following menu appears (the header may show the channel name you
selected instead of Channel 1 and the setting values in the left column may
be different):
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Parameter

Function

Slat tracking ON/
OFF

The automatic slat tracking always sets the inclination of the slats,
e.g. of an external venetian blind, in such a way to prevent you from
being dazzled while providing optimal incidence of light and view
towards the outside.
Slat tracking works only in conjunction with the sun control. The
sun control therefore needs to be activated for this channel as well.

Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

0...359°

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0°
cannot be modified

In this menu line, enter the orientation of the facade on which slat
tracking is to be used. An angle of 0° corresponds to the north
side, 90° to the east side, 180° to the south side, 270° to the west
side, etc.

Orientation of the
facade

Set the value to the orientation of the facade by turning the function
wheel.
The approximate compass direction of the facade is shown under
the degrees: N for north, NE for northeast, E for east, SE for
southeast, etc.

Position shade

Slat angle shading

Angle range 1
from...

104

In this menu line, enter the position to which a sun shading product
is to move when the sun is not shining on the facade.

In this menu line, specify how the inclination of the slats is to be set
when the sun is not shining on the facade. The setting range is from
-360° to +360°. External venetian blinds normally have a setting
range from -80° to +80°.

In this menu line, set the first of 6 ranges of the projected angle.
This is the portion of the solar radiation that has the greatest effect
on shading and glare, entering at a right angle to the facade.
A projected angle of 0° corresponds to a horizontal light incidence,
while 90° corresponds to a vertical light incidence.
Info on the projected angle: Chapter 5.2.2 on page 106
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Parameter

Position range 1

Slat angle range 1

Proj. angle
range 2 (3,4,5,6)
from ...

Position
range 2 (3,4,5,6)

Slat angle
range 2 (3,4,5,6)

Projected angle
range 6 to...

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Function

Settings

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0°...90°

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0°...90°

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0°...90°

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

90°
cannot be modified

In this menu line, you can specify the position to which the sun
shading product is to move at a light incidence in angle range 1.
Factory setting 100% (lower limit position)

In this menu line, you specify the inclination to which the slats are to
be set in angle range 1. The factory setting for the slat position with
automatic operation is +72°.

In this menu line, you can set ranges 2 to 6 of the projected angle.
A projected angle of 0° corresponds to a horizontal light incidence,
while 90° corresponds to a vertical light incidence.
The Standard function button sets the value to 17° (22°, 35°, 44°,
51°), depending on the number (2-6) of the projected angle.

In this menu line, you can specify the position to which the
sun shading product is to move at a light incidence
in angle range 2 (3,4,5,6).
Factory setting 100% (lower limit position)

In this menu line, you can specify how to set the slats in
angle range 2 (3,4,5,6).
The factory setting for the slat position with automatic operation
is +57° (+42°, +27°, +11°, 0°).
In this menu line, the end of the last range of the projected angle is
defined.
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5.2.2 Projected angle
You can separately adjust the position and the slat angle for 6 ranges of the
projected angle.
The lower the projected angle, the steeper the slat angle must be to prevent
direct solar radiation from entering the room.
The following figure illustrates this:
90°

6
4

5

Facade

Ranges of
projected angle

3
2
1
0°

Floor

Fig. 11

The ranges of the projected angle of the slat tracking function

This figure shows that the ranges of the projected angle always reach from
0° (horizontal incidence) to 90° (vertical incidence).
The 6 setting ranges are counted from the bottom to the top; they must
immediately follow each other and must not overlap. This is the only way to
ensure flawless functioning of the control mode.
The limit angles between the angle ranges can be adjusted.
Practical factory settings are already stored for slat tracking in the WAREMA
climatronic®. The following table provides an overview of these values:
Range

Projected angle

Position

Slat angle

Shading

—

---

---

1

0°...16°

100%

+72°

2

17°...25°

100%

+57°

3

26°...34°

100%

+42°

4

35°...43°

100%

+27°

5

44°...50°

100%

+11°

6

51°...90°

100%

+0°

Practical values for the slat angles depend on the external venetian blind
controlled, particularly the slat width. Upon request you will receive from us
the individual suitable parameters for your WAREMA external venetian blind.
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5.2.3 Background information
For those interested, we will briefly explain the physical and mathematical
relationships here:
From the parameters
 Local time
 Date
 Time zone
 Geographical position (adjusted during installation)
the current values for the elevation and azimuth of the sun are calculated
(see Fig. 12).
June 21st
Summer solstice

March 21st
Sept. 21st
Equinox

Dec. 21st
Winter solstice

63°

West
Sunset

16°
North

South

East
Sunrise

Fig. 12

Position of the sun at different times of the year

Then the projected angle is calculated from the following parameters:
 Elevation (vertical angle of the sun relative to the horizontal ground)
 Azimuth (horizontal angle of the current position of the sun relative to
north = 0°)
 Orientation of the facade (can be set separately for each channel)
The projected angle is a theoretical value. It is the elevation angle that the
sun would have to have if it were at right angles (90°) to the facade to
create the same incidence of the light as is being generated from the actual
position of the sun.
You may picture an imaginary plane positioned perpendicular to the front of
its facade. The actual incident angle of the sun rays is "projected" onto this
plane. The resulting angle between an imaginary horizontal line on this plane
and the projected ray of the sun is the so-called "projected angle" – labelled
with an α in the following figure.
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Fig. 13

Projected angle

Slat tracking ensures that no direct sunlight enters the room through the slats
(Fig. 14).
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Shading boundary and view out due to slat tracking

At a low angle of incidence of the solar radiation the slats are tilted far
enough to prevent any glare (left). The shading boundary is no longer
optimally used (centre) when the sun rises higher. The slats are now tilted
open further providing a better view out and more light utilisation without
glare (right). In addition, the projected angle α has been drawn for each
scenario.
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5.3 Dawn/dusk control
The dawn/dusk control is another comfort function of the WAREMA
climatronic® used to control the sun shading system but mainly visual privacy
depending on dawn or dusk. A weather station's “dawn/dusk” sensor
(nos. 1 to 3) is used to measure the brightness. When Measuring
value dawn/dusk exceeds the set limit value DAWN for 5 minutes,
a move command is triggered and the sun shading product moves
to Position DAWN. When Measuring value dawn/dusk falls below
Limit value DUSK for 5 minutes, the sun shading product moves to
Position DUSK.
The dawn/dusk control is not effective during a wind, precipitation or ice
alarm. The dawn/dusk control continues after the alarm has been cleared.

Dawn/dusk control and time switch: please use the automatic control for
these functions if you want to use other control modes!

5.3.1 Setting the dawn/dusk control
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Dawn/dusk control

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and switch to the
menu [Comfort functions] > ["Channel name"] > [Dawn/dusk control].
 The following view appears on the display:
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Parameter

Function

Dawn/dusk control
ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can set whether or not to the dawn/dusk control should be activated for this channel.

Limit value DAWN

Position DAWN

Slat angle DAWN

Auto control DAWN

Limit value DUSK

Position DUSK

110

Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

0...500 lx

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

If you have connected slat products, such as an external venetian
blind, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set after
the blind has been lowered to position DAWN. This is especially
useful if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer
have to tilt the slats up manually after an automatic movement. The
dawn/dusk control tilts the slats automatically if programmed accordingly.

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

All comfort control functions except for the dawn/dusk control and
the time switch can be disabled and re-enabled at any time. For this
purpose, select [Disable] or [Enable] under Auto control DAWN.
If you select [unchanged] here, the enable setting of the last switching time of the dawn/dusk control or the time switch applies. If the
comfort control functions were disabled beforehand, the move commands Position DAWN and Slat angle DAWN (see above) are not
carried out (otherwise they always are!).

Setting range

disable,
enable,
unchanged

--- function button

Auto(-matic) control
remains unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

0...500 lx

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard function
button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

The limit value DAWN specifies the brightness at which a sun
shading product is to be moved in the morning.

The Position DAWN value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product is to move at dawn.

The Limit value DUSK specifies the brightness at which a sun
shading product is to be moved to the Position DUSK.

The Position DUSK value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product is to move at dusk.
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Parameter

Slat angle DUSK

Auto control DUSK

Function
If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind moves to Position DUSK. This is especially useful
if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer have to
tilt the slats manually after automatic movement. The dawn/dusk
control tilts the slats automatically if programmed accordingly. The
factory setting for the slat position with automatic operation is +80°.

All comfort control functions except for the dawn/dusk control and
the time switch can be disabled and re-enabled at any time. To do
this, select [Disable] or [Enable] under Auto control DUSK.
If you select [unchanged] here, the enable setting of the last
switching time of the dawn/dusk control or the time switch applies.
If the automatic comfort features were disabled beforehand, the
position DUSK and slat angle DUSK move commands (see
above) are not carried out (otherwise they always are!).

Settings
Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

disable,
enable,
unchanged

--- function button

Auto(-matic) control
remains unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Active during
leave?

Here you can activate or deactivate the dawn/dusk control during
your leave.

Active during
presence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the dawn/dusk control during
your presence.

Active during
absence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the dawn/dusk control during
your absence.

Measuring value
dawn/dusk

The measuring value dawn/dusk line indicates the outdoor brightness currently measured and is for information
only.
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5.3.2 Using dawn/dusk control correctly
The following example illustrates the effects of the settings for the dawn/dusk
control described above.
 Example

Using an example, the following graphic demonstrates schematically how the
outdoor brightness can change over the course of dawn/dusk:

1

2

3

4

Brightness in lx
Limit value DUSK

Fig. 15

Delay DUSK

Brightness curve

Delay DAWN

Limit value DAWN

5 min

5 min

Time

Brightness curve and movement behaviour

The curve represents the brightness over the course of the day; the two
horizontal lines are the limit values you have set for moving the sun shading
system UP or DOWN.
The outdoor brightness increases at dawn until point  of the curve is
reached; Limit value DAWN is reached there and then exceeded. The
activation delay of 5 minutes (this cannot be changed) now begins to run.
At point  of the curve, this time has elapsed and the limit value is still
exceeded – the sun shading product now moves to position DAWN.
The outdoor brightness decreases at dusk until point  of the curve is
reached; Limit value DUSK is reached there and the measuring value then
falls below it. The deactivation delay of 5 minutes (this cannot be changed)
now begins to run. At point  of the curve, this time has elapsed and the
measuring value is still below the limit value – the sun shading product now
moves to position DUSK.
If the measuring value falls below the Limit value DAWN again within the
delay time, the sun shading product does not move to Position DAWN at
point  of the example. If limit value DUSK is exceeded again within the
delay time, the sun shading product does not move to Position DUSK at
point  of the example.
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5.4 Temperature control
The temperature control of the WAREMA climatronic® permits, in conjunction
with temperature sensors (in the control panel, "Humidity/Temperature inside"
sensor, weather station), temperature-dependent control of your sun shading
system. The set temperature limit values are compared with the locally
prevalent temperatures; if the measuring values exceed or fall below the limit
values, then move commands are triggered.
The temperature control can be completely activated or deactivated per
channel.
The temperature control can evaluate either the internal OR an external
sensor (humidity/temperature inside or weather station) for each individual
channel of the WAREMA climatronic® but not several at the same time.
 Example

Example application:

Weather station

Channel 1:
Conservatory
awning
Channel 3:
Roller shutter
Channel 2:
External
venetian
blind
Sensor A:
"Temperature inside" sensor

Fig. 16

Temperature control, application example

The WAREMA climatronic® is installed in the living room.
Channel 1 controls the conservatory awning depending on the temperature
in the conservatory, measured with sensor A (allocated to the "Temperature
inside" value of channel 1).
Channel 2 controls the external venetian blind on the conservatory
depending on the conservatory temperature, also measured with sensor A
(allocated to the "Temperature inside" value of channel 2).
Channel 3 controls the roller shutters in the living room depending on the
temperature in the living room, measured with the sensor integrated in the
WAREMA climatronic® control panel (“Temperature inside" sensor).
The outside temperature is measured with a weather station. Venetian blind,
conservatory awning and roller shutters are subject to ice monitoring and are
raised in time before freezing up.

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01
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5.4.1 Operating modes
Five operating modes are available for the temperature control:
Operating mode

Functional principle

Direct control

When a limit value is exceeded or fallen below, this operating mode only triggers
move commands.

Enable/disable sun control

This operating mode is called "Temperature-controlled sun control" and can be used
to enable/disable the sun control.
(It must have been activated first by setting the checkmark in the [Sun control]
menu).
Application example:
For example, on a cold clear winter day, the sun should first heat up your
conservatory before the sun shading product becomes active; after all, the sun is
the most economical source of heating we have. You can therefore program the
WAREMA climatronic® so that the sun control is only enabled beginning at a specific
inside or outside temperature.

Enable/disable difference temperature

In this operating mode, the control constantly compares the inside and outside
temperatures (for a description see Section 5.4.3 on page 117). Move commands
are triggered when measuring values exceed or fall below limit values.
Application example:
For example, let us say you would like to maintain your preferred temperature in a
living area with an attached conservatory. You have connected window drives to
the control for this purpose. You can now determine an area that represents your
"ideal temperature", e.g. 22-26 °C. When the sun shines into the conservatory in the
morning, the room temperature rises until it reaches your maximum value of 26 °C
at some point. When this value is exceeded, the control opens a window allowing
cool outside air into the room. If the outside temperature also rises over the course
of the day and is only 2 °C below the inside temperature, cooling by venting only is
no longer possible. The window is therefore automatically closed again. Only after
the outside temperature later falls again by 5 °C below the inside temperature will
the window be opened again for cooling. The window is closed again when the room
temperature has reached your minimum value of 22 °C.

Direct control with steps

This operating mode triggers move commands when measuring values exceed or
fall below the limit values. Additional move commands are triggered according to
adjustable step durations if measuring values continue to exceed or fall below limit
values.
Application example:
For example, let us say you are controlling a conservatory awning with the
temperature control. You have specified 5 steps, a maximum step of 100% (fully
extended) and a step duration of 5 minutes. When the maximum temperature
exceeds the limit value WARM, the awning is extended by one step (here 20%).
After the step duration of 5 minutes, the awning is extended further to 40%, etc.,
until either the awning is fully extended or the temperature once more drops below
Limit value COLD. In this case, the awning is immediately moved again to the
Position COLD.

Difference temperature with steps

In this operating mode, the control constantly compares the inside and outside
temperature. Move commands are triggered when measuring values exceed or fall
below limit values. In addition to the normal differential temperature control, additional
move commands are triggered according to adjustable step times, if measuring
values continue to exceed or fall below the limit value, e.g. a window is opened
incrementally further or the level of a fan is increased.
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5.4.2 Setting the temperature control
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Temperature control

To set the temperature control of your WAREMA climatronic®, press the
[Settings] function button in the main menu and switch to the menu
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Temperature control].
 The following view appears on the display:

Parameter

Function

Temperature
control ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can set whether or not the temperature control should be activated for this channel.

Limit value WARM

Position WARM

Slat angle WARM

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

The Limit value WARM specifies the temperature at which a sun
shading product is to be lowered or, for example, a fan is to be
switched on.

Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

-10 °C...+50 °C

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

The Position WARM value specifies the position to which a sun
shading product is to be moved.

If you have connected slat products, such as an external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set after the blind has been lowered to Position WARM. This is especially
useful if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer
have to tilt the slats up manually after an automatic movement. The
temperature control tilts up the slats automatically if programmed
accordingly. The factory setting for the slat position with automatic
operation is +38°.
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Parameter

Limit value COLD

Position COLD

Slat angle COLD

Function

The Limit value DUSK specifies the brightness at which a sun
shading product is to be moved to the Position DUSK.

Settings
Setting range

0...500 lx

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

1...6

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

1...100 minutes

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

The Position COLD value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product is to be raised.

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind moves to Position COLD. This is especially useful
if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer have to
tilt the slats manually after automatic movement. The dawn/dusk
control tilts the slats automatically if programmed accordingly. The
factory setting for the slat position with automatic operation is +80°.

Operating mode

Five operating modes are available for the temperature control.
(see Section 5.4.1 on page 114)

Number of steps

This setting is required for the "Direct control with steps" and "Differential temperature with steps" operating modes. It specifies the
number of steps used to open the window.

Maximum step

This setting is required for the "Direct control with steps" and "Differential temperature with steps" operating modes. It specifies, for example, how far a window should be opened at the maximum step.

Step duration

This setting is required for the "Direct control with steps" and "Differential temperature with steps" operating modes. It specifies the
period after which switching to the next step occurs.

Difference
temperature control

These settings are needed for the "Enable/disable differential temperature" and "Differential temperature with steps" operating modes
of the temperature control.

Active during leave?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the temperature
control during your leave.

Active during
presence?

Here you can enable or disable the temperature control during your
presence.

Active during
absence?

Here you can enable or disable the temperature control during your
absence.

Measuring value
temperature

The measuring value temperature menu line indicates the inside temperature currently measured and is for
information only.

Measuring value
temperature outside

The measuring value temperature outside menu line indicates the outside temperature currently measured
and is for information only.
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see Section 5.4.3 on page 117
Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

2017718_b•en•2016-11-01

5.4.3 Differential temperature control
These settings are needed for the "Enable/disable differential temperature"
and "Differential temperature with steps" operating modes of the temperature
control. You can use them to cool and ventilate a room where you use your
windows and fans depending on the inside and outside temperatures.
The differential temperature control works with four adjustable limit values:
 Limit value WARM (Max. ideal temperature): It is too warm inside when the
inside temperature exceeds this value. The differential temperature control is
activated to vent and cool the room.
 Limit value COLD (Min. ideal temperature): It is too cold inside when the
inside temperature falls below this value. The differential temperature control
is deactivated again and the windows are closed.
 Limit value diff-temp COOLER (cooler outside than inside): If the outside
temperature is lower than the inside temperature by at least the set difference
temperature, the windows are opened for venting and cooling the room.
 Limit value diff-temp WARMER (too hot outside): When the outside
temperature is below the inside temperature by less than the set difference
temperature, the room can no longer be cooled by the warm outside air.
The windows are closed again to prevent the room from being heated further
by outside air that is becoming warmer.

 Example

The following example illustrates this function:
Temperature

2

3

1
26 °C

Limit value WARM

4

22 °C

Limit value COLD
Inside temperature

Outside temperature

Daily progression
Differntial
temperature
control
Window

Fig. 17

Close

Open

Close

Off

Open

Close

Differential temperature control

Set values:
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On

Off

Limit value WARM
Limit value COLD
Diff-temp COOLER
Diff-temp WARMER

+26 °C
+22 °C
5 °C
2 °C
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In the morning, it is initially too cool in the room. The sun shines through
the windows into the room and warms it up. When the inside temperature
exceeds the max. ideal temperature of 26 °C, the differential temperature
control automatically switches on (①). The windows are opened because it is
still cooler outside than inside.
The room is cooled by venting it. Over the course of the day, the outside
temperature continues to rise due to solar radiation. If it becomes too hot
outside to cool the room by venting (the current outside temperature is
less than 2 °C below the currently measured inside temperature (②)), the
windows are closed again.
In the evening, the outside temperature drops again and at some point it
is cooler again outside than inside. When the currently measured outside
temperature is at least 5 °C below the inside temperature, the windows are
opened again for venting and cooling (③).
When the min. ideal temperature of 22 °C has been reached in the room, the
windows are closed again to protect the room from becoming too cool (④).
The correct setting of the Diff-temp COOLER and
Diff-temp WARMER limit values (Limit value diff-temp COOLER is
clearly higher than Limit value diff-temp WARMER) quiets the movement
behaviour of the window drive and, as a consequence, the windows are not
immediately opened and closed at each temperature change.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Temperature control
						 Differential temperature control
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In the [Temperature control] menu, select the
[Differential temperature control] menu line with the function wheel.
 You will see the [Differential temperature control] submenu with all
setting values:
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Parameter

Function

Limit value
diff-temp COOLER

The limit value diff-temp COOLER specifies by how many
degrees the outside temperature must be lower than the inside
temperature for the window to be opened and/or the fan to be
activated.
If the difference between outside and inside temperature becomes
greater than this value, the window is opened and/or the fan
switched on.
Example:
Let us say your max. ideal temperature of 26 °C has already been
reached. If the outside temperature is lower than the inside temperature by the limit value diff-temp COOLER, the window is
opened for venting and cooling. If you set 5 °C here, the window
is only opened again when the outside temperature drops below
26 °C – 5 °C = 21 °C.

Position
diff-temp COOLER

Slat angle
diff-temp COOLER

Limit value
diff-temp WARMER

Position
diff-temp WARMER

Slat angle
diff-temp WARMER
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Settings

The position diff-temp COOLER value specifies the position or
max. position (for step settings) to which a window or fan is to be
moved.

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind is moved to Position diff-temp COOLER.

Limit value diff-temp WARMER specifies by how many
degrees the outside temperature must be lower than the
inside temperature for the window to open and/or the fan to
be activated. When the differential temperature falls below
Limit value diff-temp WARMER, the window is closed and/or the
fan deactivated.
Example:
Let us say your max. ideal temperature of 26 °C has already been
reached. The window has already been opened automatically.
The outside temperature rises and the difference temperature
between the outside and inside drops below Limit value
diff-temp WARMER. The window is now closed. If you have set 2 °C
as the limit value WARMER and the rising outside temperature is
still only 2 °C or less below the inside temperature, then the window
is closed.

The Position diff temp WARMER value specifies the position or
max. position (for step settings) to which a window or fan is to be
moved.

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind is moved to Position diff-temp WARMER.

Setting range

0 °C...25 °C

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds to the
upper limit position
100% corresponds to
the lower limit position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0 °C...25 °C

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds to the
upper limit position
100% corresponds to
the lower limit position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
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5.5 Precipitation monitoring
While external venetian blinds and roller shutters are relatively insensitive
against rain, all fabric products such as articulated arm awnings and
conservatory awnings must be protected against precipitation. If you have
set up one of these fabric products in your WAREMA climatronic® as a
channel, precipitation monitoring is automatically activated for these as a
safety function. A weather station must be connected as a prerequisite for
this safety function. Of course, you can also activate precipitation monitoring
for other sun shading products on a channel-by-channel basis if you wish.
When precipitation (rain or snow) falls on the sensor surface of a weather
station, the products are raised. This locks the selected comfort functions
and operation by hand. Once the weather station has dried out again and
the delay time set in the control has elapsed, the comfort functions and
operation by hand are enabled again.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Precipitation monitoring

CAUTIO
Precipitation monitoring is an adjustable safety function and was therefore
allocated to the comfort functions. If you have deactivated the function,
for example, and retract an awning wet from the rain, you must take care
yourself to extend it again in a timely manner to let it dry off during dry
weather to prevent mould from forming on the fabric.
When precipitation monitoring has detected precipitation, all comfort
functions and manual operation are disabled on the affected channel.

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to the menu
[Comfort functions] > ["Channel name"] > [Precipitation monitoring].
 The following view appears in the display:
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Parameter

Function

Precipitation monitor ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the precipitation
monitor for the selected channel.

Off delay

In this menu line, you can set the delay time after which the comfort
functions and the manual operation are released again after the end
of the measured precipitation. This helps to "quiet" the movement
behaviour of your sun shading system, thereby increasing the level
of comfort. For example, move commands are not executed every
time rainfall stops briefly.
The value [0 Min.] deactivates the delay.

Position
PRECIPITATION

Slat angle
PRECIPITATION

Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

0...99 minutes

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard function
button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

The position PRECIPITATION value specifies the position to which
the sun shading product is to move during precipitation.

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be
set after the blind moves to Position PRECIPITATION. This is
especially useful if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no
longer have to tilt the slats manually after automatic movement.
Precipitation monitoring tilts the slats automatically if programmed
accordingly.

Active during
leave?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the precipitation
monitoring during your leave.

Active during
presence?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the precipitation
monitoring during your presence.

Active during
absence?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the precipitation
monitoring during your absence.

Measuring value
precipitation

The Measuring value precipitation menu line indicates whether precipitation is currently being measured
(a checkmark appears in the box at the left) and is for information only.
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Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
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5.6 Humidity control
Humidity control is another comfort function of the WAREMA climatronic®.
It enables a motor-driven window to be opened or a ventilation device
to be switched on when an adjustable humidity limit value is exceeded.
Likewise, an air humidification device (e.g. a well pump or a humidifier) can
be switched on if the values fall below a limit value. To record the humidity,
the “Humidity” sensor, integrated in the control panel, or the combined
“Temperature/humidity (inside)” sensor, can be used.
Two operating modes are available for the humidity control:
Operating mode

Functional principle

Direct control

When a limit value is exceeded or fallen below, this operating mode only triggers
move commands.

Direct control with steps

This operating mode triggers move commands when measuring values exceed or
fall below the limit values. Additional move commands are triggered according to
adjustable step times if the measuring values continue to exceed or fall below the
limit values.
Application example:
For example, let us say you are controlling a motor-operated window with humidity
control. You have specified 5 steps, a max. step of 100% (fully opened) and
a step duration of 5 minutes. When the maximum humidity exceeds the set
limit value WET, the window is then opened by one step (here 20%). After the step
duration of 5 minutes, the window is extended further to 40%, etc., until the window is
either fully opened or the humidity once more falls below Limit value DRY. In this
case, the window is immediately moved again to position DRY.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Humidity control
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Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Humidity control].
 The following view appears in the display (the header may show the channel
name you selected instead of channel 1 and the settings in the left column
may be different):
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Parameter

Function

Humidity control
ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the humidity control Setting range
for the selected channel.
(No delay time is required here because humidity changes only very Standard
function button
gradually.)

Limit value WET

Limit value WET specifies the humidity level at which the window
is to be opened or the ventilation device switched on.
Example:
For example, let us say a motor-operated window is to be opened at
a relative humidity of 70%.

Position WET

Limit value DRY

Position DRY

Settings

The position WET value indicates the position to which the window
is to move when limit value WET is exceeded.

Limit value DRY specifies from which humidity level the window is
to be closed or the ventilation device turned off.
Example:
Let us say the window has been open for an extended period, causing the relative humidity in the room to drop. The window is to be
closed again at a relative humidity of 40%.

The Position DRY value indicates the position to which the window
is to move when humidity falls below Limit value DRY.

ON/OFF
Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

0...100% Frel

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100% Frel

--- function button

Limit value is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting (productspecific)

Setting range

1...6

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

1...100 minutes

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Operating mode

Direct control or direct control with steps
see above

Number of steps

This setting is required for the "direct control with steps" operating
mode.

Maximum step

This setting is required for the "direct control with steps" operating
mode. It specifies, for example, how far a window should be opened
at the maximum step.

Step duration

This setting is required for the "direct control with steps" operating
mode. It specifies the period after which switching to the next step
occurs.

Active during
leave?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the humidity control
during your leave.

Active during
presence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the humidity control during your
presence.

Active during
absence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the humidity control during your
absence.

Measuring value
humidity

The measuring value humidity line indicates the humidity currently measured in the room and is for information
only.
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5.7 Intermittent ventilation
Intermittent ventilation is a comfort function of the WAREMA climatronic® that
allows windows or fans to be switched on a channel via a time switch.
It serves, on the one hand, to prevent mould formation using humidity or
condensation and, on the other hand, to ensure a pleasant climate in your
rooms and conservatories through an adequate supply of fresh air.
It is useful to also activate cold protection in addition to intermittent ventilation
(see Chapter 5.9 on page 128) to prevent excessive cooling down of your
conservatory/rooms.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Intermittent ventilation
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In the main menu, press the [Settings] function button and proceed to
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Intermittent ventilation].
 The following view appears in the display (the header may show the channel
name you selected instead of Channel 1 and the settings in the left column
may be different):
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Parameter

Function

Intermittent
ventilation
ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the intermittent
ventilation for the selected channel.

Ventilation duration
hh:mm

In this menu line, you can set the duration in hours and minutes
for which ventilation should be performed by opening a window or
activating a ventilation device.

Break duration
hh:mm

In this menu line, you can set the duration in hours and minutes for
which intermittent ventilation is interrupted.

Ventilation step

In this menu line, you can set the level of the intermittent ventilation
in percent.

Active during
leave?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate intermittent
ventilation during your leave.

Active during
presence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the intermittent ventilation
during your presence.

Active during
absence?

Here you can activate or deactivate the intermittent ventilation
during your absence.
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Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

00:00...24:00

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

00:00...24:00

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100%

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
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5.8 Time switch
The time switch is another comfort function of the WAREMA climatronic®;
it enables you to raise or lower sun shading products or other products
at a specific time separately on different channels.
Move commands can be programmed
 for each individual day of the week
 for a complete work week together (Monday to Friday)
 for the weekend (Saturday and Sunday)
 for a complete week together (Monday to Sunday)
.
Four (ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4) programmable switching times are available for
each day. Furthermore, the position and subsequent tilting of the slats of a
slat product can be programmed with different slat angles.
Dawn/dusk control and time switch: please use the automatic control for
these functions if you still want to use other control modes!

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Time switch
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Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to the menu
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Time switch].
 The following view appears in the display (the header may show the channel
name you selected instead of Channel 1 and the settings in the left column
may be different):
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Parameter

Function

Time switch
ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the time switch for
the selected channel.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday - Friday
Saturday - Sunday
Monday - Sunday

Selecting one of these menu lines leads you to an identical respective submenu where you can adjust the
switching times for the respective day or together for the selected days.

ST1: switch time
hh:mm
...ST2, ST3, ST4

ST1: position
...ST2, ST3, ST4

ST1: Slat angle
...ST2, ST3, ST4

ST1: Automatic
control
...ST2, ST3, ST4

If the sun shading product or another product is to be moved
on each selected weekday at the same time, you can adjust this
switching time here. The setting range is 00:00 h to 23:59 h. If you
do not want to move/switch the product on Monday, you can also
deactivate the switching time [---].

Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

00:00...23:59 h

--- function button

Switching time is
deactivated

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

disable,
enable,
unchanged

--- function button

Automatic control
remains unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

Setting range

YES/NO

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting

The ST1: Position value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product is to move at switching time 1.

If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind moves to ST1: Position. This is especially useful
if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer need to
tilt the slats manually after a time-controlled movement. The time
switch tilts the slats for you if programmed accordingly.

All comfort functions except for the dawn/dusk control and the time
switch can be disabled and re-enabled at switching time 1. For this
purpose, select [Disable] or [Enable] under ST1: Auto control.
If you select [unchanged] here, then the enable setting ([disable],
[enable] or [unchanged]) that was set previously by the last
switching time of the time switch or dawn/dusk control applies.

Active during
leave?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the time switch for
this channel during your leave.

Active during
presence?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the time switch for
the selected channel during your presence.

Active during
absence?

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the time switch for
the selected channel during your absence.
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5.9 Cold protection
The cold protections serves to prevent a conservatory or inside room from
cooling down too much e.g. by applying intermittent ventilation or to keep a
product, e.g. a ventilation device, from becoming damaged.
Cold protection has a higher priority than the other comfort functions of the
WAREMA climatronic®. The specified position is moved towards below the
adjustable blocking temperature. If the blocking temperature is exceeded
again by 2 °C, the last command of the active comfort control functions is
executed.
Cold protection can be practically used for example as a supplement to
intermittent ventilation (see Chapter 5.7 on page 124) or together with
temperature or humidity control.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Cold protection

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to the menu
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Cold protection].
 The following view appears on the display:

Parameter

Function

Cold protection
ON/OFF

In this menu line, you can activate or deactivate the cold protection
for the selected channel.

Blocking
temperature

The Blocking temperature limit value specifies the outside temperature at which a sun shading product is to be raised, a window
closed or another product switched off.

Position COLD
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The position COLD value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product of the controlled channel should be moved when
the temperature falls below the blocking temperature.
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Settings
Setting range

ON/OFF

Standard
function button

Setting channeldependent factory
setting

Setting range

-10 °C...+50 °C

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)
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5.10 Leave
This menu allows you to adjust the position of the sun shading product and,
if applicable, the inclination (angle) of the slats for the selected channel
during your leave. The move command is executed once at the beginning of
your leave.

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to the menu
[Comfort functions] > ["Channel name"] > [Leave].

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Leave

Parameter

Position

Slat angle
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 The following view appears on the display:

Function

Settings

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

The Position value specifies the position to which a sun shading
product is to move at the beginning of your leave.

In this menu line, you specify how the inclination of the slats is to
be set at the beginning of your leave.
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5.11 Absent
This menu allows you to set the position of the sun shading product and,
if applicable, the inclination (angle) of the slats for the selected channel
during your absence. The move command is executed once at the
beginning of your absence.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Absent

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and go to the menu
[Comfort functions] > [“Channel name”] > [Absent].
 The following view appears on the display:

Parameter

Position

Slat angle
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Function

Settings

Setting range

0...100 %
0% corresponds
to the upper limit
position
100% corresponds
to the lower limit
position

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

The Position value specifies the position to which a sun shading
product is to move at the beginning of your absence.

In this menu line, you specify how the inclination of the slats is to be
set at the beginning of your absence.
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5.12 Hand-held transmitter allocation
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Comfort functions
				 "Channel name"
					 Hand-held transmitter allocation

The WAREMA climatronic® can receive signals from WAREMA EWFS
hand-held transmitters. These can be used to manually operate connected
products.
Up to four EWFS hand-held transmitters can be allocated to each WAREMA
climatronic® channel (1-channel or 8-channel).
The WAREMA product range includes transmitters in a housing for wall
installation. These wall-mounted transmitters have exactly the same functions
as the hand-held transmitters described here and can be used as an
alternative or in addition.
Each hand-held transmitter channel can only be allocated once in the
WAREMA climatronic®.
Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and
go to the menu [Comfort functions] > ["Channel name"] >
[Hand-held transmitter allocation].
 The following view appears in the display:

Parameter

Function

Settings

In this menu line, you can allocate the first hand-held transmitter
to the channel of the WAREMA climatronic® or delete a hand-held
transmitter already allocated.
Hand-held
transmitter 1,2,3,4

Hand-held
transmitter
identifier
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Select the desired channel (1...8) on the hand-held transmitter if you
want to allocate an 8-channel EWFS hand-held transmitter.
Open the battery compartment of your EWFS hand-held transmitter
and press the "L" (learning) function button in the battery compartment.
The channel and the ID (serial number) of the EWFS hand-held
transmitter is now shown on the left in the display.

Delete
function button

Delete allocated
transmitter

This menu line is for display purposes only. When you push the learn button on a hand-held transmitter,
the channel and the ID are displayed there on the left for approx. 1 second to confirm the reception.
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5.13 Manual operation
In this menu you can perform settings for the selected channel that affect the
manual operation when you jump from the main menu to the operating menu
for the channel by pressing the function wheel.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Manual operation
				 "Channel name"

In the main menu, press the [Settings] function button. Now proceed to the
menu [Manual operation] > [“Channel name”].
 The following view appears in the display:

Parameter

Function

Position DOWN

The position DOWN value specifies the position to which the sun
shading product should move with manual operation using the
[DOWN] function button.
When the DOWN function button is pressed again while the sun
shading product is being lowered, the sun shading product always
moves to 100% (lower limit position).

Slat angle DOWN

Dwell time hh:mm

Minimum slat angle
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If you have connected slat products, such as external venetian
blinds, to a channel, you can specify how the slats are to be set
after the blind moves to Position DOWN. This is especially useful
if you prefer a specific setting. In addition, you no longer have
to tilt the slats manually after automatic movement. Precipitation
monitoring tilts the slats automatically if programmed accordingly.

The dwell time is used to set how long the comfort functions are
to be disabled after manual operation. Manual operation can be
performed on the control panel by channel or group as well as by
product or for a local group on the local push button.
A time switch command deletes the manual dwell time.

Here you can set the smallest slat angle that can be set during
manual operation.
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Settings
Setting range

0...100 %

--- function button

Position remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

--- function button

Slat angle remains
unchanged

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

00:00...24:00

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)
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Parameter

Function

Settings
Setting range

depends on the first
product set for this
channel

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Maximum slat
angle

Here you can set the largest slat angle that can be set during
manual operation.

Local operation
lock

Here it is displayed whether the channel can be operated using local push buttons.
This parameter can only be changed with the WAREMA climatronic® studio PC software.

The manual operation options
Function buttons, function wheel
With the function buttons and the function wheel.
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
Hand-held transmitter
Operation is possible at any time (as long as no safety function has triggered
an alarm), regardless of the view in the display of the control.
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
 For the fan, light, air conditioner and heating product types, briefly pressing
button B activates the product, pressing button B for longer deactivates it.
 Use the arrow buttons and the stop button of the hand-held transmitter to
control sun shading products. Slat products operate based on radio time
mode (a more detailed explanation of the functional principle of radio time
mode can be found in the instructions on the hand-held transmitter).
 A hand-held transmitter cannot be used for dimming or infinitely variable
settings.
 If the hand-held transmitter is allocated to a scene, the scene can be opened
by pressing the C button.
External push buttons
When external push buttons are connected to the control, the products can
be operated with these push buttons, regardless of the view in the control
display.
 When a comfort function has triggered a move command,
then counter-control or stopping is possible.
 When a safety function has been triggered, then neither counter-controlling
nor stopping is possible.
If local operation of the channel was disabled in the WAREMA climatronic®
studio PC software, the push buttons will not work.
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5.14 Manage channels, groups, scenes
The menus are used to combine channels into groups that can be operated
together, to define valid scenes for a specific time and to adapt the names of
channels, groups and scenes to your preferences and needs. Furthermore,
you can sort the order of the channels, groups and scenes in the main menu
according to your preferences.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Manage channels, groups, scenes

Press the [Settings] function button in the main menu and then go to the
menu [Manage channels, groups, scenes].
 The following view appears in the display:

5.14.1 Manage groups
If you want to control different channels together, they can be combined into
a group. You can then, for example, raise or lower the conservatory awning
and the external venetian blind of a conservatory together.
Even all 64 channels can be allocated to one group or one channel can be
allocated to several groups.
The group inherits the channel properties of the first allocated channel.
If this is a roller shutter, for example, then the operating behaviour of the
group corresponds to that of a roller shutter even if other slat products
belong to this group as additional channels.
Of course, channels with identical channel types can also be combined to
a group. For example, if you have created a channel for the roller shutters
of each room, then all roller shutters of the building can be combined in a
group and moved at the same time.
64 groups max. can be created.
Parameter

Function

Settings

Group selection

Select group 1 to 64 in this menu line.

Setting range

1...64

Change group
name

In this menu line you change the predefined default name
(also called “alias”) for the selected group.

Setting range

Maximum 32
characters

Hand-held
transmitter
allocation

In this menu line, you can allocate hand-held transmitters to a
group. To do this, proceed as described in Chapter 5.12 on page
131 for one channel.

Delete
function button

Delete allocated
transmitter

Delete group

In this menu line, you can delete a group you previously created.

Group member 1
to 64

In this menu line, you can allocate one of the channels from 1 to 64
to the current group, allowing you to control it later as part of the
group.

Delete
function button

Allocated member
is deleted from the
group
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5.14.2 Manage scenes
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Manage channels, groups, scenes
				 Manage scenes

Any states of the selected channels can be saved in a scene and retrieved
again at any time. Different channels are also allocated to a scene just as
with a group. For a set dwell time you access positions previously learned.
However, during the dwell time of the scene, the set positions can be
bypassed manually or through safety functions; after the dwell time has
expired the set control modes assume the control of the connected products
again.
Up to 16 scenes can be created.
Once you have created a scene as described below, you still need to
program it in the main menu. To do this, proceed as follows:
Move/switch the individual channels manually to the desired positions.
In the main menu, select the [Scene 1] line (or the name of the scene you
specified).
Select the [Learn scene] menu item by pressing the function wheel;
pressing starts the learning process.
You can now select the [Scene 1] scene (or the name of the scene you
specified) from the main menu at any time by turning and pressing the
function wheel and call up the corresponding scene in the [Scene 1] menu.
If you have allocated the channels to a scene in [Settings] >
[Manage channels, groups, scenes], it may be helpful to note down the
allocated channels, e.g. on a slip of paper. In the main menu, you will then
know immediately which channels you need to move into position manually.

Parameter

Function

Settings

Scene selection

Select scene 1 to 16 in this menu line.

Setting range

1...16

Change scene
name

In this menu line you change the predefined default name (also
called “alias”) for the selected scene.

Setting range

Maximum 32
characters

Hand-held
transmitter
allocation

In this menu line, you can allocate hand-held transmitters to a
scene. To do this, proceed as described in Chapter 5.12 on page
131 for one channel.
You can call up the scene by pressing the button C on the allocated
hand-held transmitter.

Delete
function button

Delete allocated
transmitter

Delete scene

In this menu line, you can delete a scene you have previously created.

Setting range

00:00...24:00

Dwell time hh:mm

In this menu line you set the so-called “dwell time”, for the duration
of which an opened scene is held. During this dwell time, no comfort functions are carried out on the affected channels. However,
manual operation and safety functions can bypass the scene.
If time switch commands are received before the scene dwell time
runs out, they are executed after the holding time has expired.
The following applies to a disabled product: if the global automatic
control has been deselected in the main menu, the last move command is not executed after the product is re-enabled (after a scene,
leave or absence).

Standard
function button

Setting the factory
setting
(product-specific)

Delete
function button

Allocated member
is deleted from the
scene

Scene member 1
to 64
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In this menu line, assign one of the channels 1 to 64 to the current
scene allowing you to call it up later together with the other members (channels) of the scene.
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5.14.3 Sort channels, groups, scenes
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Manage channels, groups, scenes
				 Sort channels, groups, scenes

In this menu, you will see the same list of all channels, groups and scenes as
on the right side of the main menu:

Here you can sort the lines into any order as follows:
Select the menu line you want to move with the function wheel.
The [Lower] function button moves the current channel, group or scene one
line down; the line originally below it moves up.
The [Higher] function button moves the current channel, group or scene one
line up; the line originally above it moves down.
Select the next menu line you want to move with the function wheel and
proceed as above.
After all lines are in the desired order, return to the
[Manage channels, groups, scenes] menu with the [Back] function button.

5.14.4 Change alias names
Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Manage channels, groups, scenes
				 Change alias name
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In this menu you can change the so-called “Alias names” for all channels,
groups and scenes. These are either the factory defaults “Channel 1”,
“Group 1” etc. or the names assigned by you.
In this menu, you will see the same list of all channels, groups and scenes as
on the right side of the main menu:
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Select the menu line you want to rename with the function wheel.
 The following view appears in the display:

The heading indicates whether this is a channel, a group or a scene. You
will see the current name in the white input field and the blinking cursor to
the right of it. The available characters are shown in the grey selection field
below it. The so-called “Alias name” may consist of upper case letters, lower
case letters, numbers and symbols.
How to change a name:
Turn the function wheel to select a symbol from the lower frame.
Press the function wheel to enter the selected character in the input field.
Press the [ ] function button to delete a character in the input field
(to the left of the blinking cursor).
Press the [AB/ab/12-] function button to switch between upper and lower
case or numbers and special characters.
Enter the desired name in this manner and then press the [Back] function
button.
 This returns you to the [Change alias names] window.
You can enter a maximum of 32 characters (2 lines of 16 characters each).
If there are more than 16 characters, the name is displayed in two parts.
To avoid a line break in the middle of a word, you can fill the end of the first
line with spaces, if necessary.
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5.15 Leave time
Enter the beginning and end of your leave in this menu. The control modes
set for the comfort functions during leave are then active during this time.
The products move to a specific position (and possibly to a specific slat
angle) at the beginning of your leave if you have activated this setting in the
comfort functions of the respective channels.

Start menu
 Main menu
		  Settings
			  Leave time

In the main menu, press the [Settings] function button. Now go to the
[Leave time] menu.
 The following view appears in the display:

Parameter

Function

Leave begin
dd.mm

In this menu line, you can set the day and month of the beginning
of your leave.

Leave end dd.mm

In this menu line, you can set the day and month of the end of your
leave.

Current state leave

Here it is displayed whether the "Leave" state is currently active.
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Settings
Setting range

01.01...31.12

--- function button

Setting is deleted
[--.--]

Setting range

01.01...31.12

--- function button

Setting is deleted
[--.--]
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6 Measuring values, triggers and faults
The WAREMA climatronic® has an internal memory for all measuring
values with the associated histories, for triggers and faults. It aids with
troubleshooting and is described in the following sections.

6.1 All measuring values
Start menu
 Measuring values
		  All measuring values

Press the [Measuring values] function button in the start menu and select
the [All measuring values] menu item by pressing the function wheel
in the [Measuring values and histories] menu. You are now in the
[Current measuring values] menu:

6.2 Measuring values history
Start menu
 Measuring values
		  All measuring values
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If the selection bar is positioned on a measuring value, such as on
[Control panel temperature], and you press the function wheel, then the
associated history opens. Pressing the function wheel again activates the
cursor (a reticle) in the normal mode. Below the history, the measuring value,
the associated time and the date are now displayed. The cursor is moved
back and forth by turning the function wheel (in steps of 30 minutes).
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Pressing the function wheel again switches the cursor to “fine” (steps of
6 minutes) and pressing it once more deactivates the cursor again.
You can use the [Week] and [Month] function buttons to also view the
associated long-term temperature progressions.
If you use the [Back] function button to switch to the [Current measuring
values] menu, you can view the histories of the other measuring values in
the lines below in the same manner.
Curves and measurement data are not displayed for periods in which
measuring values were not recorded.

6.3 Current triggers
Start menu
 Measuring values
		  All triggers

Press the [Measuring values] function button in the start menu and, in the
[Measuring values and histories] menu, select the [All triggers]
menu item by turning and pressing the function wheel. You are now in the
[Current triggers] menu:

A list of the 64 channels appears on the right; these channels may bear
freely selectable names. The last, i.e. the current, trigger is shown on the left
next to that. This can be a manual move command or a comfort, safety or
control function.
Move commands triggered via local operating elements
are not shown.
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6.4 Trigger history
Start menu
 Measuring values
		  All triggers

In the [Current triggers] menu, press the function wheel to open the
[Trigger history Channel 1] menu (or the channel name assigned by
you):

In this example, the channel name [Channel 1] was not changed. The list
displayed shows the triggers in descending chronological order so that the
latest one is always displayed on top.
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6.5 Faults
Press the [Measuring values] function button in the start menu and, in the
[Measuring values and histories] menu, select the [Faults] menu item
by turning and pressing the function wheel. You are now in the [Faults]
menu:

Start menu
 Measuring values
		  Faults

 Example

You will see a numbered list of faults in ascending chronological order.
Each line contains:
 Fault number
 Fault type
 Affected device
 Date and time
Turning the function wheel navigates up and down in the list.
When an entry is marked with the [Read] function button, it is shown in grey
(see figure line 4).
The [Delete] function button is used to delete an entry.
If a fault alarm contact is connected and set up, the condition “Fault” is set
when a fault occurs. The fault message is reset with the [FAC off] function
button.
You can find an explanation of the fault reports in Chapter 8.2 on page
146.
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7 KNX mode
The WAREMA climatronic® can also be used as a KNX central control unit in
combination with the KNX Gateways. The control functions and the operating
comfort are largely identical to operation with climatronic® actuators. The
system structure and commissioning are however significantly different.
Refer to the following documents during commissioning:
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Document

Number

KNX Gateway installation instructions

2003866

KNX Gateway manual

2003867
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8 Troubleshooting
8.1 Possible problems
Problem

Possible cause

Remedy

No information in display

No 230 V on power supply unit

Insert fuse,
check power supply

Power supply unit faulty

Replace power supply unit

Wrong connection

Correct connection

No display of weather data
in the WAREMA climatronic® start menu

No weather station 1 connected or
parameterised (the measuring values of
weather station 1 are always displayed)

Connect weather station and parameterise
as weather station 1

"Fault" display in heading. Additional details
in fault table

Programmed bus device not connected

Connect programmed bus device

Bus terminal polarity reversed

Correct connection

Bus line interrupted
Terminating resistors missing
Power failure, weather station

Check power supply

"Upload to devices" appears in header.

Changes were made in the specialist dealer
menu and not transferred to the devices
or the upload was interrupted with a fault
message

Reload devices

Uncontrolled movements of the connected
products

Changes were made to the bus parameters
and not transferred to the bus devices

Reload devices

Temporary power failure/restart

A power failure must be followed by a
calibration

Changes to the unit parameters are not
executed by the bus devices

Changes of the unit parameters made
in the specialist dealer mode were not
transferred to the bus devices.

Reload devices,
remedy faults, if applicable

Product cannot be operated with the control
panel

Actuator power supply not ensured
(local operation is not working either)

Examine fault causes and remedy them

Bus line A/B reversed
Terminating resistors missing
Bus line/power supply interrupted
Miniature fuse in actuator faulty
(local operation not working either)
Contact allocation of actuator not correctly
created
Channel allocation not correctly created
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Problem

Possible cause

Remedy

Product cannot be operated with the control
panel

Actuator in project not correctly created

Examine fault causes and remedy them

Safety function active
(local operation is not working either)
Locking contact active
(local operation is not working either)
Control functions do not respond

Control functions are deactivated on the
control panel

Activate control functions in the main menu
and in the comfort functions

Control mode is disabled through absence
function or leave
Safety function active
(local operation is not working either)
Locking contact active
(local operation is not working either)
Group push button on actuator does not
work

Connection of group push button not created under "Manage products"

Create group push button

Safety function active
Locking contact active
Switch actuators: when operating using
local push buttons only one product moves

The default settings are such that only one
relay is activated at a time and connected
single push buttons operate in dead man's
mode. Group buttons are functional after
the actuator is commissioned.

Completely commission the WAREMA
climatronic® system.

Actuator 16M230 SMI: when operating
using local push buttons all products move

In the default settings, the connected single
push buttons operate in dead man's mode;
activation of a single push button initiates
movements in all connected motors.
Group push buttons and locking contacts
are only functional after the actuator is
commissioned.

Completely commission the WAREMA
climatronic® system.

Weather station, actuator, sensor Inside
temperature/Humidity cannot be learned in

No bus device voltage

Correct connection

Bus line A/B reversed
Bus line interrupted
Terminating resistors missing
Control functions do not respond as
required

Incorrect sensor allocation

Check settings

SD card: read or write error

The SD card was in the control panel when
the WAREMA climatronic® was switched
on or a power failure has occurred in the
meantime.

Briefly remove the SD card and reinsert it
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8.2 Fault reports
The following reports may appear in the faults of the WAREMA climatronic®
menu:
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Message

Meaning

RS485 bus

shown with faults in communication on the RS485
bus that are not described in any more detail

Global val. channel xx

shown when the global radiation measuring value of
channel xx is missing

Wind value channel xx

shown when the global radiation measuring value of
channel xx is missing

Ice value channel xx

shown when one of the temperature or precipitation
measuring values for the ice monitoring of channel
xx is missing

Rain value channel xx

shown when the precipitation measuring value of
channel xx is missing

Photo value channel xx

shown when the photo measuring value of channel
xx is missing

Temp. value channel xx

shown when the temperature measuring value of
channel xx is missing (either for cold protection or
for temperature control)

Hum. value channel xx

shown when the humidity measuring value of
channel xx is missing

Dawn/dusk val. chan. xx

shown when the dawn/dusk measuring value of
channel xx is missing

Precip. sensor WS x

shown when the precipitation measuring value of
WS x or SI x is faulty

RS485 bus weath.st. x

shown when WS x or SI x no longer respond correctly

Wind test WS x

shown when the wind test of WS x is triggered

Wind test SI x Wind y

shown when the wind test of the wind sensor x
on SI x is triggered

RS485 bus hum/temp x

shown when the FeTi x no longer responds correctly

RS485 bus tableau

shown when the tableau no longer responds
correctly

KNX Gateway x

shown when the KNX Gateway x no longer responds

RS485 bus KNX Gateway x

shown when the KNX Gateway x no longer responds
correctly

RS485 bus actuator xxx

shown when the actuator xxx no longer responds

Actuator failure xxx

shown when the actuator xxx no longer responds
to the cyclical actuator test
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8.3 Restoring the factory settings
If the WAREMA climatronic® no longer has the factory settings when it is
commissioned or if it is not possible to correct a faulty parameterisation,
the WAREMA climatronic® control panel can be restored to its settings on
leaving the factory.
CAUTIO
When the system is reset, all settings and the created project are lost.
If necessary, save the project created in the control panel on the SD card.
Switch off the power supply for the WAREMA climatronic® system.
Press and hold the function wheel on the control panel and switch the power
supply back on.
 The signal tone is heard and the following question appears on the display:
Restore factory settings?
Release the function wheel and confirm the question with the Ja/Yes
function button.
 A reset is performed. After the process is completed, the menu for selecting
the language appears.
Commission the WAREMA climatronic® again or load a prepared project
onto the control panel.

8.4 Specialist dealer mode
To access the specialist dealer mode:
Change to the main menu using the [Main menu] button.
In the main menu, press the [Settings] button and, in the [Settings] menu,
select the [Specialist dealer] line.
Press the function wheel; switch to numeric input by pressing the
[AB/ab/12-] button twice and enter the password [5858] in the
[Specialist dealer] menu.
See also chapter 4.8.9 on page 88.
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9 Index
A

B

C

D

E

F
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Absent 84, 130
Active during absence? 101, 111, 116, 121,
123, 125, 127
Active during leave? 101, 111, 116, 121, 123,
125, 127
Alternative comfort angle 69
Apply settings 76
Assistant 15
Auto control DAWN 110
Auto control DUSK 111

Blocking temperature 128
Break duration hh:mm 125
Brightness curve 112
Building control system 52

G

H

I

K
Change alias names 136
Change group name 134
Change scene name 135
Channels 134, 136
Cold protection 128
Cold protection ON/OFF 128
Comfort functions 42
Commissioning 13

Dawn/dusk control 109, 112
Delay CLEAR 100
Delay CLOUD 100
Delay SUN 99
Delete group 134
Delete scene 135
Differential temperature control 116, 117
Diff-temp COOLER 119
Diff-temp WARMER 119
Display all menus 89
Display settings 79
Dwell time hh:mm 54, 132, 135

End specialist dealer access 77
Expanded settings 39
External push buttons 55, 133

Fault reports 146
Faults 142
Follow-up DOWN 70
Follow-up UP 70
Function buttons 55, 133
Function wheel 55, 133
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Geographical position 83
Groups 11, 134, 136
Group selection 134

Hand-held transmitter 55, 133
Hand-held transmitter allocation 131, 134, 135
Hand-held transmitter identifier 131
History 139
Hotline 2
Humidity control 122
Humidity control ON/OFF 123

Ice monitoring 50
Intermittent ventilation 124
Intermittent ventilation ON/OFF 125

KNX mode 143

Language 81
Leave 129
Leave begin dd.mm 138
Leave end dd.mm 138
Leave time 138
Legal information 2
Limit value CLEAR 100
Limit value CLOUD 100
Limit value COLD 116
Limit value DAWN 110
Limit value DRY 123
Limit value DUSK 110
Limit value SUN 99
Limit value WARM 115
Limit value WET 123
Limit value WIND 46

Manage actuators 39
Manage channels 41
Manage groups 134
Manage products 60
Manage scenes 135
Manage sensors 72
Manage SMI actuator 40
Manage SMI motors 40
Manual mode 68
Manual operation 53, 132
Maximum step 116, 123
Measuring value dawn/dusk 111
Measuring value humidity 123
Measuring value photo 101
Measuring value precipitation 121
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Index

Measuring values 139
Measuring value temperature 116
Measuring value temperature outside 116
Memory card 93
Minimum travel time 70

N
O

P

R

S

Slat angle CLOUD 101
Slat angle COLD 116
Slat angle DAWN 110
Slat angle DOWN 54, 132
Slat angle DUSK 111
Slat angle PRECIPITATION 121
Slat angle shading 104
Slat angle SUN 99
Slat angle WARM 115
Slat tracking 103, 104
-projected angle 106
Software versions 92
Specialist dealer access 88
Specialist dealer mode 147
ST1: Automatic control 127
ST1: Position 127
ST1: Slat angle 127
ST1: Switch time hh:mm 127
Standby picture 80
Step duration 116, 123
studio software 13
Sun control 98, 102
Sun control ON/OFF 99
System settings 78

Number of steps 116, 123

Off delay 121
ON/OFF 104, 115
Orientation of the facade 104
Outdoor brightness 102

Parameterising product 62
Pictograms 7
Position 129, 130
Position CLEAR 100
Position CLOUD 100
Position COLD 116, 128
Position DAWN 110
Position DOWN 53, 132
Position DRY 123
Position DUSK 110
Position of the sun 107
Position PRECIPITATION 121
Position shading 104
Position SUN 99
Position tolerance 70
Position WARM 115
Position WET 123
Precipitation monitoring 120
Product type 61
Product types 11
Projected angle 108
Project setup with the assistant 15

T

U

V
Restoring the factory settings 147
Retrofittings 8

Safety functions 42
Safety instructions 7
Same-direction buttons 69
Scenes 11, 134, 136
Scene selection 135
SD card 93
Sensor allocation 56
Sensor compensation 82
Setting the operating mode 14
Shading line 108
Short delay times 90
Slat angle 129, 130
Slat angle CLEAR 100
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W

Tableau Interface 91
Temperature control 113, 115
Temperature control operating mode 114, 116, 122
Time switch 126
Time switch ON/OFF 127
Triggers 140
Troubleshooting 144

Upload data to devices 75
USB / RS 485 port 96
Using correctly 102

Ventilation duration hh:mm 125
Ventilation step 125
Version history 14

WAREMA climatronic® studio 96
WAREMA climatronic® WebControl 55, 96
Wind monitoring 43
Wind test 87
Winter programme 58, 85
Winter programme, channel 58
WLAN 55
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